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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A FLEXIBLE ROBOTIC 
GRINDING PROCESS 

 
Amir Masoud TAHVILIAN 

 
SUMMARY 

 
Robotic grinding is among the least studied processes due to its complexity compared to 
conventional grinding and other machining processes. In robotic grinding with a light, 
flexible robot, low manipulator stiffness is a key factor affecting process behavior and 
causing impact phenomena. Force prediction and thermal damage are important aspects to 
consider in robotic grinding because of the vibrational nature of the process. The portable 
robot used in the process under study is a multi-purpose track-based manipulator developed 
by IREQ, Hydro-Quebec’s research institute. The main application of this light-weight robot, 
named “SCOMPI” (Super COMPact robot Ireq), is in situ maintenance of hydro turbine 
runners. It is observed that the grinding process by this robot is interrupted at each revolution 
of the wheel rather than having a continous cutting action. This impact cutting behavior 
appears due to the low stiffness of the flexible manupulator under high grinding forces. 
Special attention has thus been given to gain a better understanding of the material removal 
process in such robotic grinding. The objective is to establish appropriate relations among 
chip formation, operational cutting forces, temperature, material removal rate and consumed 
power in the process. 
 
The purpose of this study is to use numerical and experimental methods to gain a better 
understanding of this flexible robotic grinding process. First, a finite element thermal 
analysis is carried out to evaluate thermal aspects of the process, such as the energy partition 
ratio and temperature distribution in the workpiece. A new representation of the heat source 
in line with the impacting effects of robotic grinding is considered in the model. 
Experimental measurements in conjunction with numerical analyses led to an energy 
partition model applicable to this study under varying operating conditions. In the second 
part, the topography of grinding wheels used in the process is characterized and related to 
depth of cut. The cutting edges of wheels have a significant effect in process efficiency and 
are essential in understanding material removal in the grinding process. The variation of 
wheel topography due to process conditions is demonstrated. Knowledge of the edges 
involved in cutting during the process are vital for micro-scale modeling of cutting 
interactions occuring in the wheel-workpiece contact zone. Ongoing work on micro-scale 
force modeling through FEM will benefit from this wheel topography study. The third part of 
this thesis is dedicated to enhancing the empirical basis for an existing force model of the 
process. An impact cutting regime is observed by means of high-speed camera recordings 
and measured process force signals. This regime is detected at different grinding power 
levels and used in identifying the empirical coefficients. The energy partition model from the 
first part of study is also incorporated to obtain a friction-chip energy ratio used to determine 
the force model constants. 
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ÉTUDE NUMÉRIQUE ET EXPÉRIMENTALE D’UN PROCÉDÉ ROBOTISÉ DE 
MEULAGE PAR ROBOTS FLEXIBLES 

 
Amir Masoud TAHVILIAN 

 
RÉSUMÉ 

 
Le meulage robotisé est parmi les procédés les moins étudiés en raison de sa complexité par 
rapport au meulage traditionnel et à d'autres procédés d'usinage. Dans un procédé de meulage 
robotisé, la faible rigidité du manipulateur est un facteur majeur qui modifie le comportement 
du procédé et provoque des phénomènes d'impact. La prédiction de force et l’étude des 
dommages thermiques constituent ainsi des éléments importants dans l’étude du meulage 
robotisé afin de prendre en considération la nature vibratoire du procédé. Le robot portable 
utilisé dans le procédé à l'étude est un manipulateur sur rail à usage multiple développé par 
l'IREQ, l'Institut de recherche d'Hydro-Québec. La principale application de ce robot léger, 
nommé "SCOMPI", consiste en la maintenance sur place des roues de turbines 
hydroélectriques. Il a été constaté que le procédé de meulage avec ce robot n’est pas une 
action de coupe continue mais plutôt  interrompue à chaque révolution de la meule. Ce 
comportement de coupe par impact apparaît en raison de la faible rigidité du manipulateur 
flexible soumis à des forces importantes de meulage. Par conséquent, une analyse détaillée a 
permis d’acquérir une meilleure compréhension du mécanisme d'enlèvement de matière lors 
du meulage robotisé. L'objectif de cette étude est donc d'établir des relations appropriées 
entre la formation des copeaux, les forces de coupe opérationnelles, la température, le taux 
d'enlèvement de matière et l'énergie consommée dans le procédé. 
 
Cette étude vise aussi à utiliser des méthodes numériques et expérimentales dans le but 
d’acquérir une meilleure compréhension du procédé de meulage robotisé par robots flexibles. 
Tout d'abord, une analyse thermique par éléments finis est effectuée afin d'évaluer les 
paramètres thermiques du procédé tels que le coefficient de répartition des énergies et le 
champ de température dans la pièce à meuler. Une nouvelle représentation de la source de 
chaleur prenant en compte les effets d’impact du meulage robotisé est considérée dans le 
modèle. Un modèle de répartition des énergies entrant dans la pièce et dans la meule a été 
proposé à la suite des mesures expérimentales et des analyses numériques réalisées sous 
différentes conditions d’opération de meulage. Dans la seconde partie, la topographie des 
meules utilisées dans le procédé est caractérisée pour différentes profondeurs de coupe. Les 
arêtes de coupe des grains ont un effet significatif dans l'efficacité du procédé et sont 
essentielles à la compréhension de l'enlèvement de matière en meulage robotisé. La variation 
de la topographie de la meule en fonction des conditions d’opération a été démontrée. La 
détection des arêtes impliquées dans une action de coupe au cours du procédé est essentielle 
pour la modélisation à micro-échelle de l’enlèvement de matière se produisant dans la zone 
de contact entre la meule et la pièce. Les travaux en cours sur la modélisation de la force à 
micro-échelle par la méthode des éléments finis bénéficieront de cette étude de la 
topographie des meules. La troisième partie de cette thèse est consacrée à l'amélioration de 
l'identification empirique d'un modèle de force du procédé développé précédemment. Le 
régime de coupe d'impact est observé par les enregistrements des caméras à haute vitesse et 
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par le signal de force mesuré du procédé. Ce régime est détecté à différents niveaux de 
puissance de meulage et utilisé pour déterminer expérimentalement les paramètres du modèle 
de force. L’utilisation du modèle de répartition des énergies proposé dans la première partie 
de l'étude permet également d’obtenir un rapport d'énergies consommées entre le glissement 
et l’enlèvement de matière, qui sert à optimiser la détermination des constantes du modèle de 
force. 
 

Mots clés : meulage robotisé, analyse par éléments finis, analyse thermique, modèle de force, 

coupe par impact, topographie le meule 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

All machining operations involve a material removal process. Although the process varies in 

different types of machining, understanding this removal mechanism is a key step toward 

achieving higher efficiency in the process. Grinding, unlike other machining processes, can 

be defined as fairly shallow removal of material, usually in order to reach high accuracy in 

the finishing phases of manufacturing or rectifying processes. Grinding is among the most 

important machining processes because it is performed in the final stages of manufacturing 

and has a direct effect on product quality. Efforts in modeling and simulating this process can 

thus yield a significant practical return on investment. 

 

Numerical methods like finite element analysis (FEA) have been applied to a wide range of 

engineering fields to model and simulate many physical phenomena. Empirical models are 

also commonly used to predict any complex process for which there is no possible analytical 

solution. Both methods have thus become strong tools in industry in order to predict and 

understand process behavior and to reduce trial-and-error practices.  

 

The fact that the material removal process in grinding is composed of innumerable micro-

cutting actions by random grains makes grinding a difficult task to model. This difficulty 

becomes even more challenging when a flexible robot is the manipulator holding the grinder. 

Dynamic effects and stiffness of the robot structure add to problem complexity. Hence, a 

comprehensive study of the robotic grinding process is necessary and must consider the 

flexible holding structure of the grinding robot.  

 

Organization of thesis 

 

This research work is presented as a manuscript-based thesis and divided into four chapters. 

Chapter 1 gives information about the problem providing the basis for this research, outlines 

the research and states the objectives defining the scope of study. Background to this 
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research work is also discussed. The methodology followed is described, emphasizing major 

assumptions and considerations for each model.  

 

Chapter 2 presents the first journal article. A thermal finite element model is developed to 

obtain the temperature distributions in the workpiece during the robotic grinding process. 

The effects of different loading conditions and the particular cutting regime occuring with the 

robot under study are considered under the boundary conditions applied. An energy partition 

model applicable to the process is introduced and verified through a series of tests. 

Temperature results from the model showed good agreement with the test results.  

 

Chapter 3 presents the second journal article. In this work, the grain topography of the 

grinding wheels used in the process is obtained. A new method is developed for 

distinguishing the grains from the bonding material using image processing techniques in 

overlaid optical images of the measured surface. Having thus determined the geometry of 

individual grains, the yaw and rake angles of the grain faces involved in the cutting action are 

extracted. The distribution and mean value of these angles are evaluated under different 

operating conditions. The grain geometry data is vital for micro-scale simulation of the 

cutting action in the grinding process. This is an ongoing area of research in this project. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the third journal article. Enhancements are made in determining the 

emprical coefficients of an existing force model for the process.  Grinding with the robot 

under study was seen to be interrupted at each revolution of the wheel. The number of 

impacts per turn is determined at different grinding power levels through tests in which the 

force signal is measured. Also, using the friction-chip energy ratio of the process obtained in 

the first article, the empirical coefficients to use are more closely determined. The predicted 

depth of cut and average normal force showed a very close correlation with the results from 

test measurements. 

 

The conclusion and recommendations are provided at the end of this thesis. 

  



 

CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH OUTLINES AND OBJECTIVES 

 

1.1 Problem definition 

Hydro turbines have been widely used for power generation for many years in North 

America. With about 40% of Canada’s water resources, Québec provides a major portion of 

the electricity generated by hydropower (Hydro-Québec, 2010). Figure 1-1 shows a view of a 

typical hydro turbine and its generator.  

 

 

 
 

One typical type of damage to hydro turbines is cavitation on turbine blades, which is a 

major problem in turbine maintenance. High repair costs for these blades and the long repair 

time due to their enormous size have long been a major issue. In the late 1970s, Hydro-

Québec started designing a robot capable of handling the entire repair procedure for cracks 

Figure 1-1  Schematic view of hydro turbine 
(Top-alternative-energy-sources, 2010) 
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and defects in turbine blades. The robot was developed by IREQ, Hydro-Québec’s research 

institute. It has the ability to reach otherwise inaccessible areas of the installed blade without 

requiring their disassembly (see Figure 1-2) (Hydro-Québec, 2004). To achieve such 

versatility, a light-weight, flexible robot was required to meet the need for on-site 

maintenance of hydro turbine blades. The robot developed has effectively reduced turbine 

down time and saved a considerable amount of money during turbine maintenance. The robot 

is named “SCOMPI”, which stands for “Super COMPact Ireq robot”. With a total weight of 

about 33 kg, it has 6 degrees of freedom and is capable of performing on-site plasma 

gouging, welding, grinding and hammer pinning. The grinding process with this robot is 

designed for parts in difficult-to-reach locations, such as turbine blades, or unmovable parts 

in special environments, like underwater gates. It is difficult or even impossible to grind such 

parts with conventional grinding machines due to their surroundings. 

 

 

 

 

Because of its light-weight design, the robot has a low-stiffness structure given the task force 

compared to conventional grinding machines. Consequently, unwanted vibrations and 

deformation of the arm are likely to occur during the process. Due to the robot’s 

characteristics, loss of accuracy and non-uniform material removal may result when grinding. 

Figure 1-2  SCOMPI during on-site maintenance 
(Charles Gagnon, 2010) 
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Since a fine surface finish and accurate dimensions are essential for efficient turbine blades, 

the grinding process with SCOMPI requires great care. The desired material removal is 

achieved through a multi-step procedure with dimensions controlled precisely at each step.  

 

1.2 Scope of study and objectives 

In order to improve process efficiency, a better understanding of the robotic grinding process 

discussed above is crucial. The main purpose of this research is to improve the quality and 

precision of grinding performed by SCOMPI. The goal is thus to develop or improve 

numerical and empirical models in order to better predict the process. 

 

An important issue in all grinding processes is thermal defects in the workpiece due to 

excessive heat generated during the process. This may be even more important when 

grinding is performed by robots due to the more dynamic nature of robotic grinding. Hence, 

the first part of this work relates to thermal aspect of the process. This includes quantifying 

heat input to the workpiece using finite element analysis and testing. FE simulations of 

grinding usually ignore the dynamic effect of the holder’s structure. This assumption is made 

based on conventional grinding machines with a rigid structure. Boundary conditions related 

to the parts attached to the machine are thus assumed constant. In robotic grinding and 

especially with the light, flexible structures in this study, the effects of low manipulator 

stiffness cannot be ignored in simulations. If the structure of the machine is not rigid, the 

depth of cut will not stay constant. Plastic work, friction forces and generated heat may also 

vary over time. Thermal simulations must include heat flux dynamics for appropriate 

solutions. Therefore as of the first objective, a macro-scale FE model is developed with 

dynamic boundary conditions representing the robotic grinding process. The aim is to 

investigate the temperature distribution in the workpiece due to the process. The results are 

expected to make it possible to predict any thermal defects produced in the workpiece due to 

the dynamics of robotic grinding.  
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Another step toward acquiring the necessary understanding of the process is to have a micro-

scale view of the grinding process. Material removal in grinding is a combination of 

numerous micro-cuts in the wheel-workpiece contact zone. Microscopic modeling of 

grinding focuses on the effects and interactions between individual grains and the workpiece 

surface. It is thus crucial to investigate the geometry of cutting edges, meaning the 

orientation and protrusion of grains. The second objective of this study is to characterize two 

wheels commonly used in the SCOMPI grinding process. A non-contact method with a 

confocal scanning laser microscope is used to obtain the wheel topography. The necessary 

steps are taken to remove the bonding material from measurements. Grinding wheels are 

characterized under different operating conditions. A comprehensive view of the wheel 

topography is achieved, including grain density, grain width and protrusion height, as well as 

the rake and yaw angles of the attacking faces of grains. The resulting geometry of cutting 

edges from this study will be used in a future study for micro-scale simulation of the process. 

  

The last part of this study is devoted to an empirical model for force prediction at a specific 

material removal rate. As mentioned earlier, the main difference between conventional 

grinding and robotic grinding is tool holder rigidity. Lower rigidity causes non-uniform 

material removal during robotic grinding. An accurate force model that considers the correct 

process dynamics will thus help the robot controller to better maintain desired process 

characteristics like depth of cut. An existing force model is further analyzed with an 

emphasis on the effect of cutting regime and energy concepts.   

 

In conclusion, a FE macro-scale model is developed to determine temperature distribution in 

the workpiece during the process. The thermal results are used to predict thermal damage and 

evaluate material behavior for a FE micro-scale model. In order to properly investigate 

material removal mechanism by the micro-scale model, having the information of cutting 

edge in the grinding wheel is necessary. Therefore, wheel topography study is performed and 

statistical geometries of grains are extracted. Finally, some enhancement on the process force 

model is performed to improve process quality and precision. 
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1.3 Background 

Numerical simulation is more complex to perform for grinding than for other machining 

processes. The reason is the random size and shape of the grits and their cutting edges. 

Basically, two approaches are employed to overcome this difficulty. One approach is to 

investigate the process through macro-scale simulations in which there is no need to know 

the geometry of cutting edges. Instead, the effect of the cutting process is applied in the 

model without going into details regarding the material removal process. In the resulting 

models, the effect of the grinding wheel is usually represented by a heat source moving over 

the workpiece surface (Jaeger, 1942). The other approach is to investigate the process 

through micro-scale simulations which focus on interactions between a single grit and the 

workpiece surface. While macro-scale models are more of a general look at the process, 

micro-scale models deal with the details of grain-workpiece interaction. (Brinksmeier et al., 

2006; Doman et al., 2009b; Mackerle, 2003) have produced thorough reviews of finite 

element simulations of machining and grinding.  

 

1.3.1 Thermal modeling of grinding 

Early measurements of grinding forces and specific energy in the 1950s revealed that 

grinding has higher specific energy than other machining processes like turning or milling 

(Stephen Malkin, 2008). This means that for a specific volume of material removed by 

grinding, much more power is consumed than by any other machining process. Commonly, 

much more heat is thus generated, and consequently the rise in workpiece temperature is 

greater. If the temperature exceeds a critical limit, phase transformation occurs in the 

workpiece. Due to this phase transformation, brittle untempered martensite is formed on the 

surface. This is referred to as “workpiece burn” and has a bluish color. The thickness of this 

martensite layer depends on the amount of heat applied and how readily it is conducted 

through the workpiece (Malkin and Guo, 2007). Other thermal defects in the workpiece due 

to high temperature are micro-cracks, residual stresses, warping, bending and twisting. That 
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is why thermal damage is of utmost concern in the grinding processes and the subject of 

considerable study.  

 

Figure 1-3 shows the key inputs to and expected results from a general macro-scale model of 

robotic grinding. However, only thermal aspects of macro-scale modeling are investigated in 

this thesis. As explained earlier, an important parameter to consider in quantifying heat flux 

is the energy partition to the workpiece (Chen and Xu, 2010; Hadad et al., 2012; Kohli et al., 

1995). A correlation for the heat flux is derived, usually based on the consumed power or 

specific energy, and calibrated using test data for the process condition (Guo and Malkin, 

1999; Mohamed et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 

In macro-scale models, the finite element mesh covers the workpiece. The cutting zone is 

considered to be a very thin area compared to the workpiece. The grinding wheel is then 

represented by a heat flux moving along the workpiece surface. The heat flux may have 

different distributions, like uniform or triangular, based on the grinding parameters. The 

effects of a liquid coolant or natural air cooling are modeled by heat convection on the 

surface of workpiece (Hoffmeister and Weber, 1999; Li and Li, 2005; Mahdi and Liangchi, 

Figure 1-3 Key inputs and outputs in macro-scale modeling of 
grinding process 
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1995; Mao et al., 2010; Parente et al., 2012). The general model with different heat fluxes is 

shown in Figure 1-4. Given the impact cutting phenomenon and dynamic force response in 

robotic grinding, real dynamic power consumption must be considered rather than just the 

mean value since it affects directly the heat flux entering the workpiece. The applied heat 

flux is thus not constant over time as it progresses across the workpiece surface. 

 

 

 

 

Any numerical simulation must be validated through tests or analytical solutions. Online 

temperature measurement during grinding is the most trustworthy test method for validating 

thermal simulations of the grinding process. In fact, temperature measurement during 

grinding is not only crucial to validate thermal simulation results but is also needed to 

investigate and determine the energy partition for heat modeling (Kohli et al., 1995). Grinder 

power consumption should also be recorded to obtain the specific energy of the process. This 

is necessary for calculating the energy partition ratio.  

 

The heat generated in the grinding process is highly transient and close to the wheel contact 

area. A highly sensitive sensor should thus be placed near this area to measure the actual 

temperature impinging on the workpiece material. Common temperature measurement 

techniques used for grinding are embedded foil thermocouples and thermal imaging. 

Thermocouples are frequently used to validate thermal simulations of the grinding process 

(Dai et al., 2000; Lefebvre et al., 2012; Li and Li, 2005; Wang et al., 2003). They have 

Figure 1-4  Macro-scale thermal finite element model 
(Doman et al., 2009b) 
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proven to be a fast, appropriate measuring tool for such transient thermal conditions. The 

other common method mentioned, thermal imaging, involves measuring the infrared 

radiation emitted from the workpiece by means of a thermal camera or any other appropriate 

CCD sensor (Anderson et al., 2008b; Hwang et al., 2003; Mohamed et al., 2012a). The 

primary drawback in thermal imaging is the interference of any other body, which blocks 

radiation from the main object. Depending on the workpiece and process conditions, both 

methods have been extensively used in earlier studies. 

 

1.3.2 Single-grit chip formation model for grinding 

The other approach in grinding simulations is micro-scale FE modeling of the process. The 

purpose is to develop a finite element model capable of simulating chip formation and 

finding the appropriate relations among applied force, friction and local plastic deformations 

in the contact area for individual grains. Micro-scale modeling of grinding involves large 

deformations in geometry, in addition to material and boundary non-linearity. Figure 1-5 

shows the key inputs that should be provided for a micro-scale model of robotic grinding as 

well as the expected results. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-5  Key inputs and outputs in micro-scale modeling of 
grinding process 
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Three important general aspects to be considered in finite element simulations of all metal 

cutting processes are material behavior, the friction model and the chip separation criterion. 

Since very large deformations and high heat generation usually occur simultaneously in the 

process, selecting the appropriate material model is crucial. Furthermore, friction and the 

chip separation criterion play major roles in chip formation, cutting forces and generated heat 

in finite element simulations.  

 

Material behavior in metal cutting is known to be one of the dilemmas in simulating the 

process. Due to excessive strain, large strain rate and high temperature, the material does not 

respond by common elastic-plastic behavior. One well-known model of plasticity, the 

visco-plastic model, has been found to be most appropriate. Numerous constitutive models in 

the literature have been used by researchers to determine the visco-plastic material flow in 

machining processes. In most of them, the influences of strain rate and temperature are 

considered for calculating the effective stresses. (Fang, 2005a) compared 18 engineering 

materials and concluded that strain rate hardening has less effect on flow stress than the other 

factors, i.e., strain hardening and thermal softening. A list of common constitutive material 

models for stress flow can be found in (Grzesik, 2008). The most important and commonly 

used material models are those of (Zerilli and Armstrong, 1987), (Oxley, 1989) and (Johnson 

and Cook, 1985b). 

 

In simulating the chip formation phenomenon, as the tool advances into the workpiece, the 

material ahead of the tool tip must be pushed away so that the chip and new surface can 

form. This involves separation of the finite element mesh during the solution. Basically, in 

order to handle material separation in finite element models, three techniques have been 

used: node separation criteria (geometrical or physical), adaptive re-meshing and element 

deletion with a damage law. Any one or a combination of these techniques can be 

implemented to form the chip in metal cutting simulations.  Node separation criteria are 

based on splitting nodes on a predefined path. Separation occurs when a specified law or rule 

is satisfied. Studies have used various physical parameters for separation thresholds (Carroll 

and Strenkowski, 1988; Iwata et al., 1984; Lin and Lin, 1992). Adaptive re-meshing is a local 
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(Ozel and Zeren, 2005) or global re-meshing (Yen et al., 2004) of the workpiece with respect 

to an activation criterion, i.e., a limit for change of angles in elements or a constant time 

interval. In element deletion, a damage law is applied to control the elements in the distorted 

zones. Any element that reaches the limit is deleted from the mesh. The most well-known 

damage law and one frequently used in metal cutting simulations is that of (Johnson and 

Cook, 1985a). This damage law has been implemented in several metal cutting simulations 

for chip formation modeling (Guo and Yen, 2004; J. Zouhar, 2008; Pantalé et al., 2004; 

Zeren, 2004).  

 

The other major aspect in FE simulation of metal cutting processes is the tool-workpiece 

friction model, which is still a matter of interest in recent studies. According to (Ozel and 

Altan, 2000), in conventional machining, friction exists in two locations: between the flank 

face of the tool and finished surface of the workpiece, and between the rake face of the tool 

and the chip formed. However, in high-speed machining like orthogonal cutting and 

grinding, flank face friction is much lower than rake face friction. The effective friction in 

high-speed machining and grinding will thus only be between rake face of the tool and the 

chip formed. Basically, two distinctive zones in the contact region of the rake face are 

considered: a sticking region near the tool tip and a sliding region over the remaining contact 

length. Friction in the sliding region is explained by Coulomb’s law. However, since friction 

force clearly cannot exceed the shear limit of material, friction is constant and equal to the 

shear limit in the sticking region. This is one of the basic models. Many other studies deal 

with this matter (Arrazola et al., 2008; Arrazola and Özel, 2010; Bonnet et al., 2008; Ozel, 

2006; Shi et al., 2002). 

 

From a simulation standpoint, the metal cutting process closest to material removal in 

grinding is orthogonal cutting with a negative rake angle. (Sevier et al., 2007) used finite 

element analysis to investigate the plastic deformations caused by machining, considering a 

wide range of rake angles (-50 to +50 degrees) in their simulations. (Ohbuchi and Obikawa, 

2003) also tried to simulate the grinding mechanism by introducing a FE model of orthogonal 

cutting with a large negative angle and an updated Lagrangian formulation. The authors 
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found that the cutting speed and grinding parameters like depth of cut greatly influence the 

chip formation process. In another study, (Doman et al., 2009a) presented a three-

dimensional FE model to investigate the sliding and plowing phases of material removal in 

grinding. The normal and tangential forces from the FE model were compared to scratch test 

results to validate the model proposed. (T.T.Opoz, 2010) considered a negative-rake-angle 

tool in orthogonal cutting to represent single-grit cutting in grinding. An explicit solver is 

utilized, and the Johnson-Cook (J-C) material model is applied in conjunction with the J-C 

damage law to perform the chip formation process. 2D and 3D models are simulated by 

means of the ALE formulation and adaptive re-meshing technique to avoid element 

distortion. It is confirmed that J-C is a suitable material and damage model for machining 

processes. Figure 1-6 shows the stress contour in 2D and 3D simulations from this study. 

 

 

 

 

Extensive finite element studies have been conducted on chip formation in other types of 

machining processes (Altan and Vazquez, 1997; Mackerle, 2003; Mackerle, 1998). Chip 

formation modeling in grinding remains a complex problem, however, due to the random 

position and unpredictable geometry of grains. One solution implemented to solve this 

problem is to modify the finite element model of chip formation in other machining 

processes in a way that represents the single-grain action in grinding. Study in this field is 

clearly lacking and most grinding FE simulations focus on macro-scale modeling of           

the process. 

 

Figure 1-6  a) 2D chip formation model, b) 3D 
chip formation model (T.T.Opoz, 2010) 

(a) (b) 
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1.3.3 Grinding wheel topography 

Grinding wheels are composed of innumerable tiny abrasive particles, which remove material 

from a surface. Although some recent efforts have been directed toward positioning abrasive 

particles in specific patterns on the surface of grinding wheels (Aurich et al., 2003; Aurich et 

al., 2008), in most conventional wheels, the particles, named “grains” or “grits”, are 

positioned randomly in the wheel structure and have different shapes and edge angles (see 

Figure 1-7). That is why the grinding process remains among the least understood 

manufacturing processes and is extremely difficult to model. In order to overcome this 

difficulty, grinding wheel surface characteristics must be determined, a necessary step for 

any sort of micro-scale simulation of grinding. This means determining the geometry of 

cutting edges as well as the position and density of grains. There are basically three main 

groups of studies that employ different strategies to deal with this random cutting             

edge problem. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-7  Grit positioning in the grinding wheel a) standard wheel,  
b) defined-grain-pattern wheel (Aurich et al., 2008) 

a b 
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The first group of studies assumes that grains are of some basic shape, such as spheres, 

pyramids, cones or prisms (Badger and Torrance, 2000; Fengfeng and Zhou, 2005; Transchel 

et al., 2014). The second group of studies develops a mathematical description for the wheel 

topography based on virtual grinding wheel modeling. The mathematical models are 

developed for different types of wheel, like diamond wheels (Koshy et al., 1993; 1997), CBN 

wheels (Li et al., 2013), etc. The grinding wheel topography models developed in this group 

cover a wide range: from 1D and 2D models to 3D representations of wheel surface (Doman 

et al., 2006). These models are generally used for kinematic analysis of the grinding process 

(Liu et al., 2013; Nguyen and Butler, 2005). The third group of studies focuses on obtaining 

the wheel topography from direct measurements of the wheel’s surface. There are two main 

measurement methods: contact and non-contact (Darafon, 2013). In both methods, an 

important initial step is to separate grain topography data from the bonding data. This is 

achieved either by preparation of wheel to remove the bonding material before measurement 

(Xie et al., 2011) or by applying detection and filtering techniques after measurement 

(Darafon et al., 2013). In most contact methods, it is hard to distinguish between the grains 

and the bonding material. Some studies use a method called “highest point among eight 

neighbors” to define the grains. This introduces another difficulty, i.e., the need to use an 

optimum sampling distance. If the sampling distance chosen is smaller than the optimum 

value, the number of grains may be overestimated by instead detecting the cutting edges 

(Blunt and Ebdon, 1996). Figure 1-8 illustrates how the sampling distance affects the grain 

count by the “highest point among eight neighbors” method. 
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In non-contact methods, grain detection can be performed using the intensity of the reflected 

measuring beam. However, this is applicable only if grains have high reflectivity in order to 

differentiate them from the bonding material, as in diamond wheels (Cui et al., 2013). 

Environmental light may also affect the results. Another method is to use a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), which makes it possible to distinguish between the grains and bonding 

material (Kapłonek and Nadolny, 2013). The small chamber for specimens and the high costs 

of a SEM are disadvantages of this method.  

 

1.3.4 Grinding force model 

As explained earlier, the robotic grinding under study is for field repair purposes on 

hydropower equipment. The process is designed to perform high material removal rate 

grinding as well as attain high surface finish quality and accuracy. The robot’s flexibility due 

to its light-weight structure and track-based design leads to material removal through impact 

cutting. Conventional position control systems thus cannot be employed here to achieve high 

Figure 1-8  Effect of sampling distance in detecting the 
number of grains (Nguyen and Butler, 2008) 
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removal rates and high precision. Instead, a hybrid force-position controlled material removal 

rate (CMRR) strategy is used to obtain the final profile (Hazel et al., 2012a). The grinding 

force model is a crucial part of this CMRR strategy. Special care must be taken to ensure that 

all dynamic effects caused by low robot rigidity are included in the force model. In other 

words, the desired material removal rate (MRR) is obtained by regulating the grinding 

power. The force model provides the correlation between the MRR and grinding power.  

 

Figure 1-9 is a block diagram of the controller. First, the task planner calculates the desired 

MRR for the target depth of cut based on the process kinematics and other related 

parameters, such as wheel geometry. Second, the calculated MRR is correlated to the target 

force and grinding power that are used to control the robot. A wheel wear model is also 

employed to apply the necessary adjustments due to changes in wheel geometry            

during the process. 

 

 

 

 

(Brinksmeier et al., 2006; Tönshoff et al., 1992) summarized early grinding studies in the 

literature. Some are based on comparative experiments with no mathematical expression for 

force (Malkin and Cook, 1971). Others tried to established a mathematical expression to 

predict the force based on chip thickness (Snoeys et al., 1974), the stochastic distribution of 

Figure 1-9 Hybrid force-position controller (Hazel 
et al., 2012b) 
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cutting edges (Werner, 1973) or chip formation and friction concepts (Lichun et al., 1980). 

However, these models all lack the effects of grinding time and coolant.  

 

Generally, since random grains participate in the grinding removal action, it is impossible to 

develop a fully analytical force model for the grinding process. The dynamics of robotic 

grinding also make force prediction more difficult. Most grinding force models fall into one 

of three categories: empirical, semi-analytical or grit-based. Empirical models propose a 

mathematical model for force, composed of major process parameters supplemented by 

regression exponents and multipliers determined experimentally (Johnson et al., 2008; Liu et 

al., 2008; Mishra and Salonitis, 2013; Winter et al., 2014). Although empirical force models 

are widely used for industrial applications, their coefficients must be determined for each 

specific operating condition. Their main drawback is thus the time and cost of tests needed 

for each combination of grinding wheel and workpiece material. While empirical models 

largely depend on test data, semi-analytical models reduce this dependency by incorporating 

process kinematics into the model. These models are normally supported by an analytical 

chip thickness model (Agarwal and Venkateswara Rao, 2013). Certain studies in this 

category construct the force model from chip formation, friction and sometimes plowing 

components (Patnaik Durgumahanti et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2014). The third category of 

grinding force models is based on the micro-interaction between wheel and workpiece. 

Single-grit cutting force models are developed and extended based on a wheel topography 

model to obtain the overall grinding force (Chang and Wang, 2008; Hecker et al., 2007; 

Wang et al., 2014). 

 

1.4 Summary 

This section explained the initial reasons and drivers for the research project. The scope of 

this study and areas of research were also outlined. Then background was presented on other 

work related to this research problem.  
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Two grinding FE modeling approaches, i.e., macro-scale and micro-scale, were introduced. 

Key inputs and outputs of these approaches to modeling robotic grinding were explained. 

Though numerous studies have been conducted on the simulation of metal cutting processes 

and conventional grinding, less attention has been given to dynamic conditions in FE 

modeling of robotic grinding. After reviewing several studies in this area, the author found 

no FE model specifically related to the material removal mechanism in robotic grinding.  

 

The importance of studying grinding wheel topography was highlighted. Contact and non-

contact methods in the literature used for measuring wheel topography were briefly 

introduced. Though many methods have been used by researchers to develop the requisite 

knowledge of cutting edges in grinding process, there is still room for developments, 

especially regarding techniques for distinguishing grains from the bonding material. Also, no 

study was found on grinding wheel topography that considered only the attack side of the 

grains for characterization purposes.  

 

Why the control strategy (CMRR) used for the process requires an accurate force model is 

clarified. The force models for conventional grinding in the literature include empirical, 

semi-analytical and grit-based models. Since the conventional force models are not 

applicable to the robotic grinding process under study, an appropriate force model is essential 

in order that the process achieves both high surface quality and accuracy. The dynamics of 

the robot is at the core of this force model. The next three sections of this thesis present 

developments and the results obtained in this research in the form of three journal articles 

published or submitted for publication.  

 





 

CHAPTER 2 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE AND 

ENERGY PARTITION TO THE WORKPIECE WHILE GRINDING WITH A 

FLEXIBLE ROBOT 

Amir Masoud Tahvilian1, Zhaoheng Liu1*, Henri Champliaud1, Bruce Hazel2 

(1)Department of Mechanical Engineering, École de technologie supérieure,  

Montréal, Québec, H3C 1K3, Canada 
(2)Expertise Robotique et civil, IREQ, Hydro-Québec’s research institute 

Varennes, Québec, J3X 1S1, Canada 

 

This article is published in “Journal of Materials Processing Technology”, volume 213, issue 

12, December 2013, Pages 2292-2303  

Highlights 

• A new representation of heat source is developed for thermal analysis of a flexible 

robotic grinding. 

• Energy partition ratio is adjusted for a flexible robotic grinding using temperature-

matching technique. 

• A modified empirical model from the literature and a new formula are proposed to 

determine the energy partition applicable to this study. 

• Dynamic effect of robotic grinding predicted temperatures 15% higher than when 

average parameters are considered. 

 

2.1 Abstract 

Grinding processes performed with flexible robotic tool holders are very unlike conventional 

types of grinding because of low stiffness of the robot’s structure. A special flexible robotic 

grinding process is used for in situ maintenance of large hydroelectric equipment for bulk 

material removal over large areas rather than as a finishing step, as is the case for most 
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conventional grindings. Due to the low structural stiffness of tool holder, cutting is interrupted 

at each revolution of wheel during the grinding process. In this study, an investigation is 

carried out to determine the temperatures and energy partition to the workpiece for the above-

mentioned flexible robotic grinding process by a three-dimensional finite element thermal 

model. Experiments were undertaken using embedded thermocouples to obtain the subsurface 

temperature at several points in the workpiece during the process. Then, energy partition to 

the workpiece was evaluated using a temperature-matching method between the experimental 

and numerical results. This ratio is used for predicting the temperature field at the 

wheel-workpiece interface with a relevant heat source function. Kinematics of cut and the 

flexible robot’s dynamic behavior are considered in applying the heat input to the model. The 

energy partition to the workpiece in this specific flexible grinding process is found to be lower 

than for analogous conventional precision grinding processes. Two models, one from the 

literature and one from the power model of the process, are modified and proposed for 

determining the energy partition. The results showed that the energy partition ratio decreases 

by increasing the process power. Also, this ratio slightly decreases at higher feed speeds. In 

addition, lower temperatures were seen at higher powers due to the lower intensity of heat 

input over a larger contact area. Experimental observations show close agreement between 

simulated contact temperatures and measured results. 

 

Keywords: Robotic grinding; finite element analysis; energy partition; contact 

temperature 

 

2.2 Introduction 

Grinding has much larger specific energy in material removal than other machining 

processes, leading to a higher temperature at the wheel-workpiece interface.  High 

temperature can cause thermal damage, such as burning and phase transformation, which 

adversely affect workpiece surface characteristics. High temperature is also an important 

factor in grinding wheel wear rates and significantly affects the mechanical behavior of 

workpiece material due to thermal softening effects. Many studies have been conducted to 
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determine the temperature field in the workpiece during conventional grinding processes. 

They are usually based on a model by Jaeger (1942), who proposed a heat source of constant 

intensity moving over a semi-infinite workpiece surface. Brinksmeier et al. (2006) presented 

an overview of all types of models and simulations for grinding process, including analytical 

and numerical models. 

 

Thermal simulation of the grinding process generally involves measuring the power 

consumed during the process, determining the ratio of energy transported into the workpiece 

and defining the heat input function for the particular surface. The most challenging of these 

three tasks is determining the energy partition into the workpiece for all grinding parameters 

and conditions. Rowe et al. (1988) were among the first who introduced the concept of heat 

partitioning in thermal modeling of grinding process. The four main sources of heat 

dissipation in the grinding process are the grinding wheel, the workpiece, chips and coolant. 

Specifying the amount of heat entering the workpiece is a key rule for any thermal simulation 

of grinding processes. 

 

Finite element (FE) methods have proven to be a reliable approach and are used extensively 

by researchers for thermal simulations of grinding. Several FE models with different heat 

functions are used to predict the temperature distribution in the workpiece. Doman et al. 

(2009b) summarized some FE approaches used for grinding modeling and categorized them 

into macro- and micro-scale models. Early simulations made a number of simplifying 

assumptions to obtain a two-dimensional (2D) model. However, with computer power 

increasing in recent years, more complex three-dimensional (3D) models have been 

developed and solved with fewer assumptions. Mahdi and Liangchi (1995) used FE to predict 

phase transformation in the workpiece assuming, surface grinding as a 2D process with a 

triangular heat source profile. In other study, Mamalis et al. (2003a) used a similar model 

with a rectangular heat flux function to investigate effect of different grinding wheels on 

maximum surface temperature in the workpiece. Jin and Stephenson (2004) studied transient 

heat transfer for high efficiency deep grinding with 3D model, evaluating effect of 

convective cooling on the side walls of workpiece in contact temperature.  Mao et al. (2010) 
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performed a 3D thermal simulation proposing a parabolic distribution for heat flux in the 

contact zone rather than a triangular one. Mohamed et al. (2012b) showed the importance of 

using the accurate grinding power for calculating the heat flux in a numerical simulation of 

heat transfer in grinding process. The authors used instantaneous grinding power, average 

grinding power and calculated power from tangential force and cutting speed to obtain the 

contact temperature and compared it with experimentally measured temperatures. It is found 

that in steady-state condition instantaneous power and calculated power give the best match 

results with experiments where average power underestimates the temperatures. Although 

many thermal models for conventional grinding exist in the literature, less attention has been 

paid to grinding processes more recently performed by flexible robots. 

 

2.3 Energy partition background 

Energy partition is defined as the ratio of the energy that enters the workpiece to the total 

energy consumed by the grinding process. The energy partition largely depends on operating 

parameters, as well as on grinding wheel and workpiece thermal properties. Numerous 

studies have been conducted to determine the energy partition to the workpiece under various 

grinding conditions for conventional machines. A number of researchers commonly used a 

temperature-matching method to investigate this ratio. Using this method, the energy 

partition is found by matching temperatures measured during the process with the results of a 

thermal model or experiments. Kohli et al. (1995) found a ratio of 60-85% for conventional 

aluminum oxide wheels and 20% for resin bond cubic boron nitride (CBN) wheels in regular 

grinding. In a similar study, Guo and Malkin (1999) obtained same results with the extension 

that, energy partition ratio is reduced to 5-8% for vitrified CBN wheels. Guo et al. (1999) 

also verified that only 4.0-8.5% of total energy enters into workpiece for grinding with 

vitrified CBN wheels. Such a low ratio is attributed to the high thermal conductivity of the 

CBN grains and the enhanced fluid flow in vitrified wheels. Anderson et al. (2008c) 

determined the ratio of 70-90% for dry grinding with an aluminum oxide grinding wheels. 

Chen and Xu (2010) also performed temperature matching technique for high speed grinding 

and found a range of 30-75% under different grinding conditions with a brazed diamond 
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wheel. (Mohamed et al., 2011) found a relation between surface roughness of the finished 

workpiece and grain radius of the wheel in the contact zone. The authors used this correlation 

to update an existing energy partition model which needs estimation of grain radius. (Hadad 

et al., 2012) also reported a study of energy partition of grinding in dry, minimum quantity 

lubrication (MQL) and fluid environments for a hardened 100Cr6 steel workpiece. The 

authors found a 82%, 75% and 36% ratios for grinding with aluminum oxide wheel in dry, 

MQL and fluid cooling respectively. Whereas these ratios are reduced to 52%, 46% and 14% 

for CBN wheel due to high thermal conductivity of CBN abrasive.      

 

Some investigations are conducted to relate the energy partition to relevant grinding 

parameters, such as process specific energy or workpiece and grinding wheel material 

properties. Material removal in grinding is performed by the action of many grains and can 

be divided into three stages—sliding, plowing and chip formation—as proposed by Hahn 

(1962). Consequently, grinding specific energy (u) can be divided into three fractions based 

on the stages above:  

 

      ch pl slu u u u= + +  (2.1)

 

Malkin and Anderson (1973) found that in dry shallow conventional grinding about 55% of 

chip formation energy and almost all sliding and plowing energy enter the workpiece. 

Therefore, the energy partition can be rewritten in the form of specific energy             

(Malkin S., 2008,), 

 

 
0.55 0.45energy entering the workpiece -  

  
total consumed energy

pl sl ch chu u u u u

u u
ε

+ +
= = =  (2.2)

 

where u is the specific energy and uch is the chip formation specific energy found to be 

3
13.8 /J mm for grinding of steel workpieces (Kohli et al., 1995). This model is applicable to 

grinding processes with aluminum oxide wheels and it is not true for the case that a CBN 
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grinding wheel is used. It is because of high thermal conductivity of CBN (500~1300      

Wm-1K-1) compared to aluminum oxide (36 Wm-1K-1) which causes significant conduction of 

heat into the wear flat grain at the wheel-workpiece interface in the former case (Lavine et 

al., 1989). Therefore, although the assumption of remaining plowing energy in the workpiece 

still stands, not all the sliding energy is conducted in the workpiece when grinding with   

CBN wheels. 

 

All studies on the temperature and energy partition were for conventional grinding processes 

with rigid structures, none for specific flexible robotic grinding process. In this study, a 3D 

transient thermal FE code is developed to account for heat generation due to a robotic 

grinding operation. The aim is to study thermal conditions during the discontinuous material 

removal, called “vibro-impact cutting”, which is the way a flexible robot performs grinding 

and should be distinguished from chatter in conventional machining. First, the energy 

partition ratio is obtained, using the proper input heat function, through several full-size 

workpiece simulations and comparison with test results. The predicted energy partition value 

is correlated with the power model implemented in the robot controller, which has been 

verified in several field trials (Hazel et al., 2012a). Then, on a smaller model for the contact 

zone, the input heat function is adjusted to the dynamic cutting conditions based on the 

observed impact-cutting behavior of the robot during the grinding process to find the exact 

contact temperature. Knowledge of the temperature distribution is important not only for 

studying workpiece burns and other thermal damage, but also for the ongoing study of chip 

formation to predict how thermal softening affects workpiece material behavior. 

 

2.4 SCOMPI robot 

This study concerns thermal aspects of a traverse surface grinding performed by a light 

flexible robotic tool holder. The robot, named “SCOMPI” (Super COMPact robot Ireq), is 

developed by IREQ, Hydro-Quebec’s research institute, and has been used mainly for in situ 

maintenance of hydro turbine runners (Hazel et al., 2012b). SCOMPI is a portable, multi-

purpose, track-based 6-degree of freedom robot manipulator weighing 33 kg. The robot is 
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capable of performing in situ plasma gouging, welding, grinding and hammer peening. It has 

been in use for 20 years and has proven to be an efficient, cost-effective tool for hydropower 

jobs. Figure 2-1a shows SCOMPI performing in situ grinding on the surface of a turbine 

runner blade at Manic-3 power station, in Manicouagan region of Quebec, which is operated 

by Hydro-Quebec. 

 

 

 

 

A high-speed digital camera and three 750-W halogen lamps providing enough light on the 

cut section were used to capture videos at up to 25,000 fps during the grinding process in 

laboratory (Figure 2-1b). Careful review of the videos revealed that under steady-state 

conditions, there is only one impact per turn and the wheel remains above the workpiece 

surface during the rest of each revolution. This vibro-impact cutting behavior is due to the 

low rigidity of the robot structure versus the high rigidity of the cutting process. Rafieian et 

al. (2013) also verified this impact cutting behavior by the measurement of instantaneous 

angular speed and vibrations. Note that since this grinding process is a type of high removal 

rate machining, no truing of the grinding wheel is performed before or during the process. 

Though a fine surface finish and accurate dimensions are critical for turbine blades, accuracy 

is maintained by controlling the material removal rate during the process, as explained in the 

following section.  

 

Figure 2-1 a) SCOMPI robot performing grinding operation during on-site 
blade modification to improve efficiency b) Laboratory setup with high-

speed camera and lighting system 
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Grinding with SCOMPI is done using grinding wheels for hand grinders, which are self-

sharpening wheels. The normal force and feed speed during grinding must be kept in a range 

that prevents the wheel from becoming glazed or breaking. Either dull grains break to form 

new edges or the resin breaks exposing new grains to the workpiece. Grinding at a high 

removal rate with a resin bond wheel generally makes dressing unnecessary since the wheel 

is self-sharpening. 

 

2.4.1 Permanent magnets grinder 

The desired workpiece surface profile in conventional grinding is obtained by controlling the 

exact position of a well-trued, balanced grinding wheel. The grinder’s very stiff structure 

combined with the low material removal rate (MRR) ensures the accuracy of final profile. 

This conventional method is not applicable to the flexible grinding process in this study 

where both a high MRR and precision are desired. Due to the low rigidity of the tool holder, 

the exact position of the grinding wheel’s outer face relative to the surface profile cannot be 

ensured. A hybrid force/position controller is thus employed to grind at a controlled material 

removal rate (CMRR) by regulating the mechanical grinding power of grinder. The rotational 

speed must then be controlled and the mechanical power delivered at the spindle accurately 

monitored, considering all the effects of motor losses and temperature on motor power. To 

implement CMRR with a compact, lightweight tool for work in hard-to-reach areas, a custom 

electrical grinder was built for SCOMPI. Industrial pneumatic or electrical grinders available 

on the market do not perform at the level required for target applications. More details on the 

controller and the robot can be found in Hazel et al. (2012b).  

 

2.4.2 Motor losses 

The grinder is built around an electrical three-phase synchronous permanent-magnet motor 

often referred to as a “DC brushless servo motor”. This type of motor was selected for its 

high power density and the very linear relationship between its torque and current (Q = KT.I), 

where I is the current, Q the torque and KT the torque constant. However, part of the torque is 
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lost in drag and friction in the bearings, another part drives the fan and a last part is 

dissipated as core losses into the stator iron armature. The Joule losses and the armature 

reaction losses are compensated by the motor’s power electronic as an increase in the voltage 

and do not affect the torque or measured current. In order to properly evaluate the mechanical 

power PM available at the spindle, all the losses must be subtracted.  

 

 M T Drag Fan CoreP K I P P Pω= − − −  (2.3)

 

The bearing friction torque is assumed constant and bearing losses proportional to the speed

( )DragP ω∝ . From dimensional analysis, fan losses are found to be proportional to the cube of 

rotational speed 3)( FanP ω∝ . As the rotor is rotated, core losses arise from the variation of 

magnetic flux density into the stator laminations. This variation incurs Eddy current losses as 

well as hysteresis losses into the core. These losses are offset by supplying additional current. 

These core losses increase exponentially with the rotational speed and can be estimated with 

the Steinmetz equation (James R. Hendershot and Miller, 1994), 

 

 
1.5 2 2

Core hys eddyP k B f k B f= +  (2.4)

 

where khys is the hysteresis loss coefficient, keddy is the Eddy loss coefficient, B is the flux 

density and 
2

f p
ω
π

=  is the frequency with p being the number of pole pairs. 

 

2.4.3 Influence of temperature 

A rise in temperature adversely affects the motor in two ways. The resistivity of the copper 

increases and the flux density of the rotor magnets decreases, both linearly with temperature. 

Therefore, copper losses and the performance loss of rotor permanent magnets are considered 

in the model. Since the value of torque constant KT is also a function of the remanent flux 

density, the torque constant at a given temperature T is given by: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 refT T T Tref TK K T Tα= + −  (2.5)

 

where αT is a negative reversible temperature coefficient and KT(Tref) is the value of the torque 

constant at reference temperature Tref. As the magnets heat up, more current is thus required 

in the stator to produce torque. In turn, this current increase contributes to more copper loss 

and the temperature rises. The temperature must be limited to about 100oC to avoid 

demagnetizing the rotor permanent magnets. Note however, that core losses decrease as the 

temperature rises. 

 

2.4.4 Motor parameter measurements 

The permanent-magnet electrical grinder used in this study is a 2,500-W model with an 

operating rotational speed of 5,000 to 8,000 rpm. In order to obtain an accurate estimate of 

the mechanical power delivered at the spindle, the grinder is tested on a dynamometer bench 

at IREQ lab prior to be used for the experiments. The dynamometer bench is comprised of a 

Magtrol HD-805 hysteresis dynamometer and a DSP-6001 dynamometer controller, to obtain 

its torque model parameters. A series of steady-state measurements is taken at various speeds 

and power levels, then motor parameters KT, α, khys and keddy are optimized through 

regression analysis. Figure 2-2a shows the graph for torque constant versus winding 

temperature and Figure 2-2b summarizes the motor losses at different rotational speeds. 

Typically, the mechanical power estimation error is less than 2% for the entire range of 

attainable power levels, speeds and temperatures.  
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2.5 Modeling technique 

Most finite element models of the grinding process consist of a meshed workpiece with all 

other effects applied as heat sources or heat dissipations. Among the boundary conditions, 

effects of grinding wheel contact area and heat input are the most important factors to 

consider. It is thus crucial to have a good understanding of the geometry of the cut and 

removed chips, based on the type and characteristics of the grinding process.  

 

2.5.1 Kinematic model 

Figure 2-3a shows a cylindrical grinding wheel, considered to be held by SCOMPI robot, 

performing a single pass of traverse surface grinding. The distance that the wheel advances in 

the feed direction during the time of one revolution xΔ is equal to Vf /N, in which Vf is the 

feed speed and N is the number of rotations of the wheel per second. As the steady-state 

condition is reached, the rate of radial wear of the wheel becomes constant. A specific 

amount of material is then removed at each impact, i.e., at each revolution of the wheel. 

Figure 2-3b is a schematic view of the central section of the wheel at time 
0

t  and after one 

revolution at time t0 t+Δ . The material removed during this advancement of the wheel, the 

hatched area in the cross-sectional view, is called the “uncut chip”. 

Figure 2-2 a) Grinder motor torque constant, N=6000 rpm, 
α=-0.1535 %/ºC, b) Grinder motor losses 
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Figure 2-3 Kinematics of cut 
 

A geometrical model for the depth of cut through the thickness of the wheel based on the 

shape of the wheel in steady-state condition was developed by (Hazel et al., 2012b). It is 

assumed that an imaginary blade, as the cutting tool, comes into contact with the workpiece 

at each impact and removes the chip. In the model, the depth of cut (h), which is actually the 

profile of the wheel under steady-state conditions, can be calculated based on the maximum 

depth of cut (h0), wheel thickness (E) and position along the wheel thickness (x). Maximum 

depth of cut (h0) can also be obtained from material removal rate (Zw), feed speed (vf) and 

wheel radius (R). Then, width of cut (w), which is necessary for determining the contact area, 

is obtained from the parameters above and maximum wheel radius (R0) by the following 

geometrical equations as described in details in (Hazel et al., 2012b),  
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Then, local uncut chip thickness ( )δ through the wheel thickness can be calculated as follows, 
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Substituting h(x) and h(x+Δx) from Equation (2.6) and considering that Δx=Vf /N and finally 

using Maclaurin series we can rewrite Equation (2.7) as below, 
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   (2.8)

 

In this kinematic model, the cutting behavior is represented in a way similar to milling. A 

mechanical model by Altintas and Lee (1998) is thus used to obtain the instantaneous   

cutting force (FT),  

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )T e cx xF k kγ δ= +  (2.9)

 

where ke is the edge force coefficient representing the force to overcome friction, kc is the 

shear cutting coefficient representing the force to deform the chip and γ is the abrasive grit 

width. The average force is then calculated as below which is multiplied by peripheral speed 

(Vs=2πRN) to  predict the power of process (P) (details can be found in                  

(Hazel et al., 2012b)), 

 

 
1

 ( )
2

w
T e c

Z
F k S k

R Nπ
= +  (2.10)

      =   M friction chip e c wP P P k SN k Z= + +  (2.11)

 

where S is the area of contact surface and Zw is the volumetric material removal rate. 

Parameters ke and kc must be determined experimentally for each combination of wheel and 

workpiece. The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.11) represents the power 

consumed to overcome friction (Pfriction) and the second term is the power consumed for   

chip formation (Pchip). 
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Before and after each test, the workpiece plate was weighed and the material removal rate 

calculated based on the grinding time. Then, the edge force coefficient (ke) and the shear 

cutting coefficient (kc) were obtained using the nonlinear least-squares optimization method.  

The objective function was set to fit the predicted power (from the model in Equation (2.11)) 

and measured power through a series of test with different grinding parameters. The 

coefficients were identified as ke=177 N/mm and kc=6787 N/mm2 for the workpiece material 

and grinding wheel used for the experiments. 

 

2.5.2 Heat input function 

As stated earlier, two factors must be considered in defining the heat input for a thermal FE 

model of the grinding process: the contact area between grinding wheel and workpiece, and 

the heat input function. For several thermal simulations of conventional grinding found in the 

literature, contact area is established assuming continuous contact of the grinding wheel and 

workpiece. This contact is usually approximated as a line in 2D models or as a rectangular 

interface in 3D models (Lin et al., 2009) with a uniform (Mamalis et al., 2003b) or triangular 

heat input distribution (Brosse et al., 2008). Furthermore, heat flux (q) has been defined on a 

flat plane for shallow grinding, ignoring the small depth of cut; whereas, in creep-feed 

grinding simulations, an inclined plane is usually considered as the contact surface given the 

higher depth of cut (See Figure 2-4) (Anderson et al., 2008a).  

 

 

 

Heat generation at the wheel-workpiece interface can be attributed to the plastic work done to 

deform the chip, as well as to friction between the grits and workpiece surface. As explained 

Figure 2-4 Heat input model for a) shallow grinding, b) creep-feed 
grinding, (Anderson et al., 2008a) 
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in the previous section, both of these are considered in the force model by ke and kc 

coefficients. The generated energy per unit area, hereafter called energy intensity 

function (J/mm2), can be stated from the right-hand term of Equation (2.9), 

 

 ( , ) ( ) d e ce x y xk k δ= +  (2.12)

 

Considering that all the energy is converted in to heat and substituting the local un-cut chip 

thickness from Equation (2.8), we can derive the function for generated heat               

intensity as below,  
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The function for heat input distribution is then obtained by adding the energy             

partition ratio ( ε ), 

 

 ( , )  ( , )dH x y e x yε=  (2.14)

 

H(x,y) is used as the heat input in FE code at each time step which is selected as the impact 

time in the process. Multiplying Equation (2.13) by the number of the rotation of the wheel 

per second (N) gives the average power intensity which can be used as the generated heat 

flux distribution. An example of heat input distribution and chip thickness over the contact 

area is shown in Figure 2-5. The grinding wheel’s outer radius was measured before each set 

of tests to update the calculation of the width of cut (Equation (2.6)) for contact zone and 

heat input distribution (Equation (2.13)), assuming that 0R R≈ since ( ) ( )h x R x<< . 
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A second consideration in the heat input function for this study is the dynamic effect of 

impact-cutting behavior. The heat function obtained in Equation (2.14) is the average heat 

input into the workpiece. This function gives acceptable results for the temperature of points 

that are not very close to the surface being ground. For contact temperature in the cutting 

zone, however, this function ignores the dynamic effect of vibro-impact cutting. The input 

function was thus modified to represent more realistically impact-cutting conditions 

observed. A time variable is added to the heat input function H(x,y) with an impacting 

function. Although the total heat input is the same, in the modified function, heat of higher 

intensity is applied in a very short lapse of time, the duration of the impact. The model then 

applies no heat input for the rest of revolution of the wheel when there is no contact. Figure 

2-6 shows the impact heat input scheme through the simulation time steps.  

 

 
Figure 2-6 Impact heat input scheme 

 

The frequency of impact is 100 Hz, derived from the rotational speed of the grinding wheel. 

The time step length of each phase in the simulations was obtained from the kinematic model 

of the cut. 

Figure 2-5 a) Heat input distribution, b) Uncut chip thickness 
over the wheel-workpiece interface 
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2.5.3 Finite element formulation 

Finite element simulations were carried out using an FE code developed in C++ at IREQ, 

Hydro-Quebec’s research institute. This open source code was customized to fit the needs of 

this study. Several factors motivated the decision to use open source code rather than 

commercial FE software. First, the code could be modified to support the process 

characteristics required for this specific study. Second, the code could be adapted to any new 

hardware platform and implemented in future systems, if needed. Third, the code, enhanced 

with a faster solver using general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU), 

made the simulation up to 20 times faster than commercial software. 

 

The FE code was developed for solving transient thermal problems based on the following 

energy equation (Robert D. Cook, 2007), 

 

 
1 1 2  ( { } [ ]{ } ) ( )
2 2flT k T QT c TT dV f T hT T hT dSBρ∂ ∂′Π = − + − + −   (2.15)

 

where  and { }T T∂  are the temperature and its gradient matrix, [ ]k  is the thermal conductivity 

matrix, c is the specific heat, ρ  is the mass density, Q and f are internal heat generation and 

heat flux, and h and Tfl are the convection heat transfer coefficient and adjacent fluid 

temperature. Considering the principle of stationary potential energy and rewriting Equation 

(2.15) in matrix form results in, 

 

 [ ]{ } ([ ] [ ]){ }  { } { }C T K H T R Rh Q+ + = +  (2.16)

 

where C is the specific heat matrix, K and H are conductivity and boundary convection 

matrices, and Rh and RQ are boundary convection and heat generation vectors respectively. 

Numerical integration using a multidimensional Gauss quadrature rule is used to form 

Equation (2.16) for each element. The resulting equations are then assembled for the entire 
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model to obtain the FE equations of the whole system. Finally, GPU parallel processing is 

used to solve these FE equations and find the nodal temperature at each step                         

of the simulation. 

 

2.5.4 Finite element model 

Two models were used for the simulations in this study. The first one was a full-size 

workpiece model (300 150 12 mm)× ×  containing 270,000 hexahedral eight-node elements. This 

model was used to evaluate the energy partition ratio to the workpiece. The second model 

was a symmetric model of the cutting zone (20 10 4 mm)× ×  containing 28,800 hexahedral 

elements for simulation of the contact temperature. As heat input distribution has a ZX plane 

of symmetry (see Figure 2-5), only one half of the cutting zone model was considered for 

thermal analyses relative to the symmetry plane. A workpiece length of 20 mm was found by 

trial and error to result in a steady maximum temperature in the contact zone. In both models, 

the mesh is denser toward the surface being ground in order to have accurate results close to 

the contact zone, and a mesh convergence study was performed to determine how fine a 

mesh was necessary to obtain accurate results. Heat generation (q) according to the function 

explained in Section 2.5.2 is applied in a thin layer of mesh representing the cutting zone. 

Elements there are removed from the model after the heat source has passed over them to 

account for the material removed in the form of chips during the process. 

 

The heat source is moved through simulations over the workpiece surface following the 

grinding grooves performed in the experiments. For each set of tests, the thickness of the 

plate in the model was adjusted based on the actual measured thickness. Temperature-

dependent material properties used in the simulations were for stainless steel 304L, the 

material of test workpieces (see Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1 Temperature-dependent material properties for stainless steel 304L 
Temperature

( )C°  

20 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 Units 

Conductivity  16.2 18.2 21.3 23.5 26.8 28.1 30 W/(m·K) 

Specific heat  460 515 548 580 611 618 625 J/kg-K 

Emissivity  0.13 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.4  

 

2.6 Experiments 

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 2-7a. The tests were conducted using the six 

degree-of-freedom SCOMPI robot with a cylindrical Type 27 NORZON III grinding wheel 

(Zirconia Alumina abrasive). Grinding parameters used during the experiments are selected 

based on the most appropriate robot working condition during the grinding process. The 

cylindrical grinding wheels were 6.8 mm thick and 230 mm in diameter. The rotational speed 

of the grinding wheel was kept constant at 6,000 rpm and a series of tests were conducted 

with grinder power set to 1,000, 1,250, 1,500, 1,750 and 2,000 W, and feed speeds of 40, 60 

and 80 mm/s, leading to a maximum depth of cut ranging from 0.1 to 0.35 mm.  

 

Embedded thermocouples were used to measure both the highly transient temperatures close 

to the contact area and subsurface temperatures. K-type thermocouples, composed of a single 

strand of Chromel and Alumel wires, were found to be the most suitable for the study. With 

diameters of 0.01 and 0.003 inch, such thermocouples can measure a wide temperature range 

(0°C to 1,250°C) with an acceptable response time and good accuracy. 
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Some thermocouples were spot-welded to the back of workpiece plates, others electro-

discharge-welded at the bottom of blind holes of different depths from the back of the plates. 

Ceramic insulators were installed inside the holes to make sure that temperature readings 

were really at the tip of the thermocouples. An ultra-high-temperature epoxy (Pyro-Putty 

2400) was also used to hold the thermocouples in position after installation and during the 

grinding process. Grinding was continued until all the material above the thermocouples was 

removed and they were exposed to cutting (see Figure 2-8). The last maximum temperature 

before losing the output signal due to the thermocouple breaking is taken as the maximum 

temperature in the contact zone during the grinding process. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Position of subsurface thermocouples 
 

Several stainless steel plates (300 150 12 mm)× ×  were used as the workpiece. The grinding 

passes were performed along the 300 mm length of the plate with 6 mm in feed distance. The 

robot thus required 23 passes to grind the whole surface of the plate once, which is referred 

as “one layer” in this study (Figure 2-7b). Mechanical power at the grinder’s spindle was also 

Figure 2-7 a) SCOMPI robot experimental setup, b) Grinding 
trajectories (one layer of material removal) 
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calculated based on the measured current and temperature of the grinder, explained in details 

in section 3. This power is used to obtain the total energy converted into heat in the process. 

 

2.7 Results and discussion 

2.7.1 Energy partition results 

The full-size workpiece FE model and corresponding temperature measurements were used 

to obtain the energy partition ratio by a temperature-matching technique. Apparently, the 

temperature at nodes close to the contact area is very sensitive to the heat input function. 

Several preliminary simulations were performed with different heat input distributions which 

had equal total energy. The purpose was to find the necessary distance below the contact 

zone where node’s temperature is not affected by the shape of heat input distribution. This 

sensitivity analyses showed that if a check point for recording the temperature is chosen far 

enough away from the contact zone (3 mm or more), the amount of energy entering the 

workpiece is analyzed rather than heat input distribution shape. For each set of experiments, 

two or three layers were ground and temperatures at different depths and at the back of the 

plate were read from the thermocouples. The results were compared to the simulated 

temperature of the nodes at the same location to find the proper energy partition ratio. Figure 

2-9a shows the temperature distribution in the middle of the process obtained by the FE code 

and Figure 2-9b shows the test rig. 
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Figure 2-10 illustrates the temperature-matching technique for two sets of grinding 

parameters. Thick blue lines are the temperatures measured by the thermocouples and the 

other lines are the simulated temperatures of nodes at the same positions. Simulations are 

repeated for different energy partition ratios until the match with lowest RMS error is found 

for the specific grinding condition. 

 

Figure 2-10a shows the results for two continuous layers of grinding at a power of 1,500 W 

and feed speed of 60 mm/s. In this set of test results, the thermocouple is 5 mm below the 

grinding surface. At each layer as grinding progresses, an increase in temperature is 

observed, as expected, in both simulated and experimental results. The peak temperature 

occurs when the moving heat source or grinding wheel is directly above the monitored node 

in the FE model or above the thermocouple in the experiment. It can be easily seen that 

applying all the energy ( 100%)ε =  as heat input to the model overestimates the results. 

Fig. 10b is the magnification of the area in the dotted rectangle from Figure 2-10a. In this 

case, an energy partition of 51% is found to be a good match with the experimental 

measurements (RMSD = 6.52). This matching technique is repeated for up to four 

thermocouples for each set of grinding parameters to obtain the average value for the energy 

partition under that grinding condition.  

 

Figure 2-9 a) Full-size workpiece FE simulation, b) Test rig for 
determining the energy partition ratio 
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Figure 2-10c and Figure 2-10d illustrate another matching for a power of 1,500 W and feed 

speed of 80 mm/s. The point chosen for temperature measurements in this case is 12 mm 

inside the workpiece below the contact zone. Therefore, a noticeably smoother increase in 

temperature profile at each layer is seen in comparison with the previous case. The reason is 

the greater distance between the measurement point and grinding surface. Although a step-

like temperature increment is evident, no sharp peak due to a flash temperature in the contact 

zone is measured by the thermocouple or simulated for the corresponding node by the FE 

model. A slightly lower energy partition of 46% (RMSD = 4.34) was found with these 

grinding parameters. 

 

 

 

 

The final energy partition ratio results for the range of study are shown in Figure 2-11. At 

lower feed speeds, high power levels are avoided to stay in the feasible working range of the 

process. Using high power at low feed speed leads to an unsatisfactory surface finish and to 

Figure 2-10 Temperature-matching technique for finding the energy partition 
ratio, a, b) P = 1,500 W, Vf = 60 mm/s, depth = 5 mm; c, d) P = 1,500 W, 

Vf = 80 mm/s, depth = 12 mm 
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excessive wheel wear rates. Due to the problems above and to avoid too deep a cut, which is 

undesirable in this process, the maximum power range is reduced at lower feed speeds. 

As seen from the results, the energy partition ratio decreases as power is increased. This 

pattern of energy partition is due to how the depth of cut varies at different power levels. As 

stated earlier, sliding and plowing energy are primarily stored in the workpiece and hence 

play a major role in determining the energy partition ratio. Furthermore, with higher depth of 

cut, bigger chips are formed and carry a significant portion of the heat generated away from 

the workpiece. Therefore, higher power that leads to a higher chip volume-to-surface ratio, 

lowers the ratio of sliding and plowing energy in the total consumed energy.  

 

Based on the results obtained, the energy partition ratio also tends to increase slightly as the 

feed speed is lowered. This behavior can again be associated to chip thickness. Low feed 

speed means a smaller uncut chip thickness at each impact cut and hence more energy wasted 

by friction and plowing. 

 

 

 

 

As explained in Section 2, (Malkin S., 2008,) developed an equation for energy partition 

during dry shallow conventional grinding with Aluminum oxide wheel. His empirical model, 

based on the specific energy consumed during the grinding process, is one that other studies 

most commonly use and refer to. However, Equation (2.2) was found to overestimate the 

Figure 2-11 Energy partition ratio for different power 
levels and feed speeds 
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workpiece energy ratio for flexible robotic grinding of this study. The energy partition is 

lower than that in analogous conventional grinding because in the vibro-impact cutting 

regime of this flexible grinding process, much bigger chips are removed from the workpiece. 

The chip surface-to-volume ratio is thus smaller and less frictional energy, which is primarily 

dissipated as heat and stored in the workpiece, is produced in vibro-impacting. 

 

Theoretical and experimental study by (Malkin and Anderson, 1973) showed that the heat 

transferred by sliding and plowing energies to the grinding wheel is negligible for Aluminum 

oxide wheels. As mentioned earlier grinding wheel in this study is the type with Zirconia 

Alumina abrasive, which has very small thermal conductivity (2~5 Wm-1K-1) compared to 

Aluminum oxide (Bansal and Zhu, 2005). Therefore, almost all of the sliding heat generated 

at the wheel-workpiece interface will be transferred into the workpiece. Also, because 

plowing energy is associated with heat due to the deformation in the workpiece without 

material removal, it is reasonable to assume that in such high speed process, the plowing heat 

mostly stays in the workpiece. Hence, we make a similar assumption in our study, i.e., that 

most of the chip formation energy leaves with the chips whereas most of the sliding and 

plowing energy enters the workpiece, then the difference in the ratio is due to the percentage 

of chip thermal energy that stays in the workpiece. A modified version of the Malkin model 

is thus proposed in Equation (2.17), whereby only 40% of chip energy enters the workpiece 

in the flexible robotic grinding process studied. The results of the proposed equation fit well 

with the energy partition ratios from experiments, within 5% of relative error (Figure 2-12). 
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If the power model of the process (Equation (2.11)) is considered, we can write an equation 

for the energy partition ratio based on the percentage of each friction and chip formation 

parts as follows, 
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Substituting the process parameters, edge force and shear cutting coefficients we can derive 

an energy partition equation which can directly give the energy partition ratio based on the 

parameters that are already implemented and known in the control system of the process, 
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In an optimization process to fit the energy partition model with the experiments, α was 

found to be equal to 0.85 and β equal to zero. The goal on this optimization was to find fixed 

values of α and β for the entire range of process parameters in this study. Figure 2-12 shows 

the energy partition ratios from the experiments, the conventional Malkin’s model, the 

modified Malkin’s model and the power model.  

 

It can be seen that the prediction by the power model with constant α and β has considerable 

error especially at lower feed speeds and low powers. This is due to neglecting the 

contribution of chip formation energy to the heat conducted into the workpiece which is 

found to be varying in different process conditions. Therefore another set of constrained 

optimization was carried out using a nonlinear least-squares method for variable β and 

constant α. It was found that α=0.76 and β values mentioned in Table 2.2 can give best 

energy partition ratios in the power model. 

 

Table 2.2 β values for the energy partition in power model 
Power 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000

40 0.49 0.33 0.2 - - 

60 0.36 0.21 0.13 0.08 - 

80 0.27 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.03 

 

Feed speed
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The results for β show that the ratio of chip formation energy that enters the workpiece 

decrease when we have bigger chip thickness (i.e. higher powers or higher feed speeds). This 

means bigger chips carries most of the chip formation energy out of the workpiece, where 

small chips because of larger surface/volume ratio conduct more heat to the workpiece before 

they are completely separated and leave the contact zone. 

 

 

Figure 2-12 Energy partition fitting model 
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2.7.2 Contact temperature results 

Having the correct energy partition ratio for the process, a second FE model was used to 

determine the precise temperature in the grinding contact zone. The high temperature 

gradient close to the contact zone means that a very fine mesh is needed to obtain sufficiently 

accurate results. Therefore, a smaller FE model with a finer mesh is chosen for simulations to 

capture the high transient temperature in the zone of interest. Thermocouples installed just 

below the surface being ground were used for experimental comparison and validation.  

 

Figure 2-13 shows the temperatures obtained from a sample thermocouple initially 0.6 mm 

beneath the workpiece surface. As successive layers of material are removed, the flash 

temperature increases at the thermocouple. The main drawback in using thermocouples for 

measuring the temperature in grinding processes is the possibility of improper installation of 

the thermocouple tip. It is also time-consuming to install thermocouples and they can be used 

only once. The experiments were repeated several times to ensure reliable results. 

 

Figure 2-14 shows temperature distribution results at the workpiece contact zone based on 

the heat input function described in Section 2.5.2 with a grinding power of 1,500 W and feed 

speed of 40 mm/s.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-13 Experimental thermocouple temperature 
measurements during the grinding passes 
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Figure 2-15 summarizes results for the maximum temperature reached in the contact zone 

from finite element simulations (shown as lines) and from test thermocouples (shown as 

scattered points). Dashed lines are for simulations with average heat input, solid lines for 

simulations of dynamic heat input due to the vibro-impacting behavior in grinding. The total 

amount of heat entering the work piece at one revolution of the wheel in both cases is the 

same. However, in the latter, heat is applied with higher intensity only during the impact time 

compared to the former case where an average input is applied without interruption. 

Therefore, higher maximum temperatures can be seen in the impact-cutting process despite 

the fact that we have intermediate cooling between the impacts. The comparison shows a 

good match between tests results and the simulated temperatures obtained from the FE model 

with dynamic effects. 

Figure 2-14 Finite element temperature distribution in the workpiece 
contact zone  a) One step before the impact-cut, b) Impact-cut step 

(Power = 1,500 W, Feed speed = 40 mm/s) 
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Despite the lower energy partition ratio at higher power levels, the total amount of heat 

entering the workpiece increases with power. However, slightly lower temperatures were 

seen at higher power levels both in FE model and test results. The lower temperatures can be 

attributed to the lower intensity of heat input due to the larger contact area at higher        

power levels. 

 

Figure 2-15 Contact temperature from finite 
element analyses and tests 
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2.8 Conclusions 

A new representation of the heat source in flexible robotic grinding process is proposed in 

this paper based on local chip thickness, friction and sequential impacting. Then, 3D finite 

element thermal simulations and test measurements of temperature were performed in order 

to adjust the energy partition ratio using a temperature-matching technique. Enhanced coding 

with a faster solver using general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU), 

made the simulation up to 20 times faster than commercial software. The energy partition 

ratio was found to be lower for flexible robotic grinding than for analogous conventional 

precision grinding. A modified empirical model from the literature and a new formula 

developed from the power model of the process are proposed to determine the energy 

partition applicable to this study. Good agreement between the results from the models 

developed and test results with various grinding parameters show the validity of the models. 

Modifications and factors to include the dynamic effect of robotic grinding in the contact 

temperature model were also presented. The dynamic model predicted temperatures 

approximately 15% higher than when average parameters are considered. Predicted FE 

results showed a close match with test results.  
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Highlights  

• New method distinguishes grains from resin bond in wheel structure. 

• Only grain edges facing the cutting direction are considered. 

• Grain topography is extracted for disk and cup grinding wheels. 

• Yaw and rake angle results show a uniform and normal distribution, respectively.  

• Mean rake angle tends to have a higher negative value at lower grinding power levels. 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Knowing the grain geometry in grinding wheels is an asset for better understanding the 

grinding processes. This study investigates the grain protrusion and rake angles of two self-

dressing zirconia-alumina grinding wheels in a robotic grinding process. The topography of 

the wheel is measured using a confocal scanning laser microscope. An optical image of the 

surface is used to create a mask of the grains with image processing techniques. Grain 

geometry information is then obtained by applying the mask to the entire surface. A vertex 

normal technique is used to find the cutting edges facing the cutting direction and only 
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consider those edges in grain rake angle calculations. Surface parameters, including grain 

density, width, protrusion height and rake angle, are extracted from the topography. The 

grinding wheel is characterized in low, medium and high depths of cut in the range of robot 

operation. Results indicate that grain density, width and protrusion height distribution are not 

affected by the depth of cut. It is also found that in shallow grinding, grain rake angle shifts 

slightly to higher negative angles; whereas, with a higher depth of cut, sharper edges exist on 

the wheel surface, which improve process efficiency. 

 

Keywords: Grinding wheel topography, 3D laser scanning, grain rake angle, robotic grinding 

process 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Grinding may be viewed as the combination of several micro-machining processes 

performed by individual grains in the wheel. Each grain’s orientation and protrusion 

significantly influence its cutting ability. Consequently, overall grinding performance, 

including the grinding force, temperature and surface finish, is largely affected by the 

grinding wheel’s characteristics. There is thus considerable interest in gaining an 

understanding of grain size, grain shape and protrusion topography in order to simulate 

micro-material removal. Though such micro simulations have been extensively investigated 

in the literature, the grain shape has most often been assumed to be spherical or conical for 

simulation purposes. Doman et al. (2009a) considered the grains to be spherical bodies in 

order to perform finite element analyses of the rubbing and plowing phases of material 

removal by a single grain. Some models have considered the grit to be of constant diameter 

with a random spatial distribution. In more advanced models, a probability of various grain 

sizes is considered in order to better represent the actual topography. Liu et al. (2013) used a 

grain distribution process where an initial uniform grain configuration is first specified, the 

topography then adjusted for varying grain sizes and, lastly, a shaking function applied to 

position grains randomly. (Aurich and Kirsch, 2012) develop a more sophisticated model for 

grains, selecting grain shapes that are 50% octahedrons and 50% tetrahedrons. The authors 
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use the grain topography in a kinematic simulation to investigate material removal by 

individual grains. Clearly, nothing short of 3D measurements of the grinding wheel surface 

can fully reveal the grain topography. 

 

Several methods have been applied in the literature to determine or characterize the grinding 

wheel surface. Verkerk (1977) and Lonardo et al. (1996) are among the first to review 

progress in characterizing grinding wheel topography. The authors classified surface analysis 

as either 2D (elevation traced on a line) or 3D (elevation measured over an area) and 

measurement methods as either contact or non-contact.  

 

Regarding contact methods, Blunt and Ebdon (1996) used 3D contact profilometry to 

characterize the topography of two different grinding wheels under similar dressing 

conditions. The authors showed that sampling size significantly affects results when using a 

stylus-based measuring instrument. They suggested an optimum sampling space by 

comparing the number of visually counted active grains to number of detected peaks, defined 

as the highest point among its eight neighbors. Ignoring this factor may lead to 

overestimating the number of grains since cutting edges are counted rather than actual grains. 

The authors propose an optimum sampling space (Sopt) given by dg/4 < Sopt < dg/3, where 

dg is the grain diameter. 

 

Butler et al. (2002) used a Somicronic 3D stylus instrument to measure the topography of the 

grinding wheel and tried to relate it to the grinding forces. The authors determined the 

sampling space using the same techniques as in the earlier study and mentioned the need to 

identify active grains. Three parameters from the European Union standard for 3D 

topography have been used in this study to characterize the surface: summit curvature, 

density of summits and RMS (root mean square) roughness. Nguyen and Butler (2008) 

proposed a new criterion for the optimal sampling size in stylus profilometry, mentioning that 

using the mean diameter ignores the distribution of grain sizes and shapes. The authors 

correlated wheel topography to grinding performance. Xie et al. (2008) used a coordinate 

measuring machine (CMM) to investigate grain cutting edges on a diamond grinding wheel’s 
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surface in terms of rake angle and clearance angle.  

 

Generally, in all contact profilometry methods, it is impossible to distinguish between the 

grains and the bonding material.  Also, small details are missed due to the stylus or probe 

size. Other sources of error, like stylus-wheel contact pressure and rapid stylus wear, may 

affect measurement results (Verkerk, 1977). 

 

Regarding non-contact methods, Lachance et al. (2003) developed a system to measure wear 

flat areas on a grinding wheel surface using a conventional optical microscope. The authors 

employed image processing software to analyze their grayscale digital images of the grinding 

wheel and map on each the wear flat areas by applying a color threshold to the pixels. Inasaki 

(1996) applied an optical profilometry technique in which the height of each point on the 

surface is determined by tracking the movement of an auto-focus lens. With the help of a 

very accurate X-Y stage attached to this system, a 3D representation of the surface can be 

obtained. Grain detection in this study is based on a two-step algorithm. First, the cutting 

edge distribution at a given height is determined. Then, a search is made for closed-loop 

edges, which are regarded as cutting edges. Yan et al. (2011) employed a white-light 

interferometer method to characterize the surface topography of two alumina grinding 

wheels. The authors took three parameters (grit density, grit sharpness and chip space) from 

the Birmingham set, the best known standard for 3D surface analysis (Blunt and Jiang, 

2003). They modeled all grains as blunt cones and tried to obtain the tip radius and cone 

angle for all measured grains. The same optimum sampling space was used as previously 

(Blunt and Ebdon, 1996) to avoid counting cutting edges rather than grains since one grain 

may have more than one cutting edge. The eight-nearest-neighbor criterion was again used to        

define peaks. 

 

Weingaertner and Boaron (2012) developed an acoustic emission (AE) method for 

characterizing grinding wheel topography. It is based on mapping the captured AERMS 

signal originating from interference between wheel surface grains and a diamond tip. 

Interference between the grinding wheel and diamond tip is kept within the elastic range (1 
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µm) to avoid damaging grains. Although the authors validated AE maps of grinding wheel 

topography obtained with grinding wheel imprints and other models from literature, this 

method only locates and counts the number of kinematic cutting edges; it does not provide a 

geometrical topography. Matsuno et al. (1975) used a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to 

study the grinding wheel surface. Although the SEM is among the best options to distinguish 

between the grains and bonding material, it is expensive and impractical since the 

microscope’s small chamber can only accommodate small samples. 

 

3.3 Grain detection methods in wheel topography 

Recent studies focused more effort on distinguishing grains from the bonding material in the 

topography. Cui et al. (2013) used white-light interferometry (WLI) to build a 3D topography 

of diamond grains. The authors used reflected peak intensities to distinguish grains on 

resinoid-bonded wheel. The main idea is that the diamond grains should reflect light at a 

higher peak intensity than the bonding material. Grain detection is thus achieved by applying 

a threshold to the peak intensity. This method has three main drawbacks. First, disturbance by 

environmental light may cause false peaks. Second, the method is only applicable to 

materials of higher reflectivity than the bonding material. Third, the small measurement area 

is not conducive to statistical analysis. Xie et al. (2011) used a laser microscope to investigate 

the grain topography of a diamond grinding wheel. The authors applied chloroazotic acid to 

the wheel’s surface to remove the metal bond without damaging the diamond grains. This 

method ensures that the observed 3D topography is that of the actual abrasive grains, not that 

of the bonding material. The aim of the study is to characterize wheel protrusion topography 

in terms of grain height, volume, rake angle and clearance angle, and to correlate these 

parameters to grinding performance. Darafon et al. (2013) used a white-light chromatic 

sensor to build a non-contact WLI wheel scanning system to characterize grinding wheel 

topography. They used a motorized stage to move the sensor across the wheel surface for 

measurement over a large area. The system was used to measure an aluminum oxide grinding 

wheel. The results were compared to other measurements method like SEM and profilometry.  
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In this paper, a confocal laser microscope is used to measure the grain protrusion topography 

of two self-dressing zirconia-alumina grinding wheels used for robotic grinding in turbine 

runner rehabilitation. The objective is to investigate grain topography, including grain 

density, width, protrusion height and rake angle. In the next step, single-grain cutting 

simulations will be performed to obtain cutting forces. The results from these micro-material 

removal simulations will be compiled to obtain a statistical force model for the overall 

cutting area. 

 

3.4 Experiments and preparation 

Two types of grinding wheels, disk and cup, are considered in this study. They are commonly 

used with a light, flexible robot tool holder named “SCOMPI” in grinding processes for 

hydro turbine maintenance. The disk wheel is used for very high material removal rates. The 

cup wheel is more versatile for medium and low material removal rates. The robotic repair 

process has been in use at Hydro-Québec for a number of years. The disk grinding wheel in 

the experiments is a NORZON III depressed-center, 9" diameter, ¼" thick, heavy-duty 

foundry type 27, with grit size of 24 to 46. The cup grinding wheel used in the experiments is 

a NORZON IV, 5" front, 3-13/16" back diameter, 2" thick, type 11, with grit size of 14 to 24. 

Both wheels have zirconia-alumina grit and resin bonding. 

 

For each wheel type, traverse grinding is performed with grinder power levels of 1,000, 

1,500 and 2,000 W, a constant feed speed of 80 mm/s and a rotation speed of 6,000 rpm. 

Each grinding experiment is carried out long enough for the grinding wheel to reach steady-

state. Figure 3-1 shows the laboratory setup used to perform the grinding test with SCOMPI. 

Three regions are selected on each wheel for measurements in order to provide sufficient 

statistical data. The entire cup wheel can be mounted under the microscope for 

measurements; whereas, destructive sample preparation is necessary for the disk wheel (see 

Figure 3-2). The samples are mounted on custom-built fixtures, designed to properly align 

the region of interest under the microscope. 
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3.5 3D topography measurement 

A 3D laser confocal microscope (Keyence VK-X210) was employed to observe grain 

protrusion and topography. This microscope is capable of capturing an optical image as well 

as 3D topography. Four external angled lights were used to enhance optical image contrast 

and quality. Figure 3-3 shows the measurement equipment and external light sources. 

 

Figure 3-2 Samples of the grinding wheel prepared for 
measurements, (a) disk wheel, (b) cup wheel 

a) b) 

Figure 3-1 Laboratory setup of SCOMPI for grinding 
experiments, (a) disk wheel, (b) cup wheel 

a) b) 
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Malkin S. (2008) introduced the following equation to calculate the average grain size (dg) 

for conventional grinding wheels in millimetres, 

 

 dg = 15.2M-1 (3.1)

 

where M is the grit size. Given the stated grit size for the grinding wheels studied, grain size 

should range from 300 to 600 µm for the disk wheel and from 600 to 1,000 µm for the cup 

wheel. A 200X overall magnification was thus used. The captured image size is 1,024 x 768 

pixels. This ensures a sufficiently small sampling space (2.8 µm), which should be adequate 

to capture all cutting edges of the grains.  

 

For each of the three regions of interest, 84 images (14 horizontal x 6 vertical) for the disk 

wheel and 90 images (9 horizontal x 10 vertical) for the cup wheel were acquired. The 

images were stitched together to give one final image covering an area of 17.7 x 5.7 mm for 

the disk wheel and 11.5 x 9.2 mm for the cup wheel. Figure 3-4 shows a typical optical image 

of the disk wheel and its corresponding 3D topography. 

Figure 3-3 (a) Confocal microscope with external light source, 
(b) disk wheel sample and (c) cup wheel 

a) 

b) c) 
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3.6 Data processing 

This section explains the methods used to process the 3D topography and extract useful 

information for individual grains from the raw measured data. The whole image processing 

and data extraction process used for grinding wheel characterization is shown in Figure 3-5. 

 

An important first step is to distinguish between the grains and the surrounding bonding 

material in the 3D topography measurements. As explained in preceding sections, several 

methods have been used for this purpose in the literature. These methods include, eight-

nearest-neighbors peak, visual inspection of SEM images, bond material removal with a 

corrosive chemical, monitoring reflected light intensity for diamond grains and applying a 

height threshold to detect cutting particles. In this study a novel approach is proposed: 

analyzing the optical image of the scanned surface to find grain positions 

 

Figure 3-4 (a) Optical image (b) topography of 
the same region 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 3-5 Process for grinding wheel characterization 
 

A series of image processing steps are employed to create from the optical image a mask of 

the grains, which is then applied to the 3D topography to discard bonding regions. At first, 

the histogram of the image is stretched to enhance image contrast. Figure 3-6 shows the 

optical image and its histogram before and after stretching. The three color channels are then 

split and the blue channel, which had the highest contrast, is selected for the rest                   

of the operation. 
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Next, a 2D low-pass filter with a Butterworth kernel is applied in the frequency domain to 

remove the noise from the image (Gonzalez and Woods, 2007). Filtering is done in the 

frequency domain rather than in the spatial domain for shorter computation time. The filter 

kernel is given below, 

 

 2

1

1 ( ) n

f

f
r

c

=
+

 
(3.2)

 

where r is the normalized distance of each pixel from the center, cf is the normalized cutoff 

frequency selected as 0.05 (150 pixels) and n is the filter power, which is selected as one to 

eliminate the ringing effect and to smooth the transition between high and low frequencies. 

Filter parameters were selected through trial and error to obtain the best output given the 

trade-off between noise removal and image blurring. The Butterworth filter transfer function 

magnitude and the 2D FFT of Figure 3-6 before and after applying the filter are shown in 

Figure 3-7. The horizontal and vertical axes are the image pixels. 

 

Figure 3-6 Optical image enhancement through histogram stretching, 
(a) raw image, (b) after stretching 

a) 

b) Histogram 

Histogram 

0                    128                 255 

0                    128                 255 
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Figure 3-7 (a) Butterworth filter, (b) original FFT image, (c) filtered FFT image 
 

To perform segmentation with a color threshold, the image must be smoothed. However, 

most smoothing filters will blur the image causing the loss of edges. As the next step, a 

smoothing algorithm called “mean shift filtering” is applied to the images (Roberto 

Rodríguez et al., 2012). This filter smoothes the images and removes shading while 

preserving the edges for segmentation purposes. In the mean shift algorithm, for each pixel 

( , , )kS c x y  a set of neighbors within the specified radius (R) and color distance (C) is defined 

through a kernel function ( , )iK S S . Then, a new color mean c and spatial center coordinates 

( , )x y  in the form of 1( , , )kS c x y+ are calculated with Equation (3.3). These become the new 

parameters for the next iteration. This loop will continue until the changes in the spatial mean 

and color mean become zero. The final color value will be assigned to the initial pixel of the 

iteration process and the procedure continues for the next image pixel                    

(Comaniciu and Meer, 2002). 

 

 
1 1

1
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i i
k i
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 (3.3)

 

where N is the total number of pixels in the image and k is the number of iteration in 

progress. Using a circular flat kernel we can write, 

a) 

c)b) 
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where 2 2( ) ( )i i ir x x y y= − + − is the distance of each neighbor from the center pixel, C and 

R are kernel values for spatial radius and color distance, respectively. Figure 3-8 illustrates 

the results of mean shift filtering the optical image for spatial radius of 40 pixels and color 

distance of 30 with a circular flat kernel mentioned above (Equation (3.4)). 

 

A binary mask is then created by setting a color threshold. The mask is further processed by 

removing small objects from the foreground and filling the holes in the grains detected. 

 

 

 

 

Finally border smoothing and a visual check are performed to add any missed grains in the 

mask. Note that this method detected approximately 80% of the grains automatically. The 

binary mask is then overlaid on the topography image to extract grain geometry for the 

region of interest. Figure 3-9 shows the final overlay of detected grains in the optical image 

and its mask, as well as 3D representation of the wheel surface and grain topography. This 

procedure was performed on images obtained from both grinding wheel types (disk and cup) 

at three grinding power levels (1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 W).  

Figure 3-8 (a) One channel optical image of the wheel surface, 
(b) zoom of the region in red, (c) after high-frequency noise 

removal, (d) after mean shift filtering

a) 

c) d) b) 
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3.7 Results and discussion 

Three regions of 17.7 x 5.7 mm (100.9 mm2) and of 11.5 x 9.2 mm (105.8 mm2) were 

scanned for the disk wheel and the cup wheel respectively. This gives a total scanned area of 

302.7 mm2 for the disk wheel and of 317.4 mm2 for the cup wheel for each of the three 

grinding power levels tested. Table 3.1 lists the general statistics for the disk and cup wheel 

samples respectively. The grinding power levels in watts (1,000, 1,500 and 2,000) with the 

prefix “P” are used for naming each case. The three scanned regions on each wheel are 

distinguished by the suffixes “a”, “b” and “c”. Results from the three regions analyzed are 

summarized in the highlighted rows. 

 

The results show that, for the disk wheel, about one quarter of the wheel surface area (25%) 

is covered with grains and that grain density is about 1 grain per square millimetre on the 

wheel surface. For the cup wheel, about 40% of the wheel is covered with grains and grain 

density is about 0.7 grains per square millimetre on the wheel surface. This is due to larger 

grains on the cup wheel than on the disk wheel. 

 

 

Figure 3-9 (a) Optical image of grains, (b) binary mask of grains, (c) 3D 
topography of wheel as measured with the microscope, (d) 3D topography 

of grains with overlaid mask to remove the bonding region 

b) 

c) d) 

a) 
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Table 3.1 Statistics for the disk and cup wheel 
Disk wheel  Cup wheel 
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P1000a 124 24.1% 1.23 0.49  P1000a 74 41.4% 0.70 0.88 

P1000b 106 24.9% 1.05 0.53  P1000b 85 42.3% 0.80 0.81 

P1000c 139 24.3% 1.38 0.46  P1000c 73 37.3% 0.69 0.83 

P1000 369 24.4% 1.22 0.49  P1000 232 40.3% 0.73 0.84 

P1500a 119 21.8% 1.18 0.46  P1500a 78 43.2% 0.73 0.88 

P1500b 94 27.8% 0.93 0.59  P1500b 82 39.9% 0.78 0.78 

P1500c 88 25.4% 0.87 0.55  P1500c 61 34.5% 0.58 0.87 

P1500 301 25.0% 0.99 0.53  P1500 221 39.2% 0.70 0.84 

P2000a 110 26.0% 1.09 0.50  P2000a 72 45.0% 0.68 0.95 

P2000b 89 25.8% 0.88 0.48  P2000b 83 39.6% 0.78 0.80 

P2000c 98 24.6% 0.97 0.53  P2000c 55 33.0% 0.52 0.90 

P2000 297 25.5% 0.98 0.50  P2000 210 39.2% 0.66 0.88 

 

 

3.7.1 Grain analyses 

In this section, individual grain topography is studied to determine the rake angles of its 

cutting surface. Two angles, pitch and yaw, are defined as illustrated in Figure 3-10. The 

pitch (commonly called “rake” in grinding) is the angle between the cutting face normal and 

wheel surface, ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. The yaw is the angle between the normal 
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projection on the wheel surface and the cutting direction axis, ranging from -180 to           

180 degrees. 

 

 

 

 

In order to extract the normal to the cutting surface for each grain, principal component 

analysis (PCA) is used. PCA is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation 

to convert a set of possibly correlated variables to a series of uncorrelated variables called 

“principal components”. The first two principle components represent the best-fit plane for 

the data set and the third component is the normal of the plane. Figure 3-11a shows a sample 

grain with its best-fit plane using PCA. This method, called plane fit in this study, will work 

properly provided the grain is of a shape with one dominant face. However, if the grain has 

two or more faces, ambiguity results will be obtained. Figure 3-11b illustrates this problem 

with a grain having two faces. Rather than one single plane, two planes should be fitted, one 

for each slope of the grain, in order to have the correct normal directions. The face which is 

pointing toward the cutting direction (-90 < yaw < +90) should then be picked as the rake 

face of the grain.  

 

Figure 3-10 Pitch and yaw angle with respect 
to cutting direction 
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Therefore, a second method was employed to extract the normal of each pixel based on its 

neighbors. This method adds the capability to discard pixels residing on the face opposite to 

the cutting direction. Figure 3-12 shows the same two-faced grain as in Figure 3-11b with the 

normal of its pixels plotted. To simplify Figure 3-12, the number of pixels is reduced and a 

limited number of normal vectors are plotted. 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

First, for each grain, the pitch and yaw angles at all of the pixels are extracted. Figure 3-13 

shows the height and color map of the pitch and yaw angles for a sample grain. The pixels 

with a yaw angle above +90 or below -90 degrees are removed from the color maps on the 

Figure 3-12 a) Grain surface without normal vectors, b) grain 
surface with vertex normal vectors 

b) a) 

Figure 3-11 Normal extraction with plane fit method, (a) good result (grain with 
one face), (b) ambiguous result (grain with two faces)  

b) 

a) 
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right. This means that the pixels not facing the cutting direction are removed from the 

analysis. Then the angles of highest occurrence are selected as the pitch and yaw angles for 

the grain.  

 

Figure 3-14a shows the histogram of the probability for yaw angles considering all the 

grain`s pixels. There are two maxima in the distribution: -10 degrees related to the green face 

of Figure 3-13c and 150 degrees related to the red face of Figure 3-13c. Figure 3-14b 

illustrates the same histogram without the pixels facing away from the cutting direction. 

Lastly, Figure 3-14c shows the rake angle histogram for the grain`s pixels facing the cutting 

direction. The information for grain rake angles extracted using this method come only from 

the cutting faces. The results for rake and yaw angle probability distributions at different 

power levels for both disk and cup wheels are presented in the next section. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-13 a) Height topography image, b) pitch angle for the whole grain (left), 
only the cutting face (right), c) yaw angle for the whole grain (left), only the 

cutting face (right) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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3.7.2 Grain rake and yaw angles distribution 

Figure 3-15 shows the yaw and rake angle distributions for the disk wheel obtained by 

processing close to 950 grains. The yaw angle is shown from -85 to +85 degrees, which is the 

range for grains facing toward the cutting direction; other faces are discarded for the process 

as discussed above. It can be seen from these histograms that at all power levels, the yaw 

angle distribution is quite uniform. Also, there are no significant changes in the probability of 

yaw angles at different power levels. However, the rake angle distributions look more like 

normal distributions. They are slightly shifted toward higher negative values at lower 

grinding power levels. This can be explained as higher grinding power leads to higher normal 

and tangential forces in the material removal process making the self-sharpening effect in the 

wheel more dominant. Therefore, dull grains are pulled out of the wheel structure and new 

sharp edges come into contact with the workpiece. 

Figure 3-14 a) Yaw angle distribution for the whole grain, b) for cutting face 
pixels, c) pitch angle distribution for cutting face pixels 

(a (b

(c
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Figure 3-16a shows the yaw angle distribution for the cup wheel. A total of 650 grains were 

processed for the cup wheel at the three power levels. As with the disk wheel, yaw angles are 

uniformly distributed. Figure 3-16b shows the occurrence of rake angles for the cup wheel. 

The slight left shift of the normal distribution toward higher negative rake angles at lower 

power levels is again evident.  

Figure 3-15 Distribution of (a) yaw angles and (b) rake angles at 
different power levels for disk wheel 
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Figure 3-17 compares rake angle probability distributions at different power levels using a 

side-by-side color map. The rake angle distribution peaks for 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 W are at 

approximately -85, -70 and -55 degrees for the disk wheel and -85, -75 and -65 degrees for 

the cup wheel, respectively.  

Figure 3-16 Distribution of (a) yaw angles and (b) rake angles in 
different grinding conditions for cup wheel 
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3.7.3 Grain protrusion height and width 

In order to investigate grain protrusion height, a virtual reference plane is placed 500 μm 

below the highest point in the wheel topography. Then, the height of each grain is defined 

after removing outliers by the three-sigma rule. In other words, the height of the grain is 

assigned the maximum value of pixel heights within three standard deviations of the mean 

height for that grain. 

 

Figure 3-18a and Figure 3-19a show the grain protrusion height for disk and cup wheels, 

respectively. These distributions are found to be similar for each wheel type regardless of 

power level. Figure 3-18b and Figure 3-19b show the distributions of processed grain width 

(perpendicular to the cutting direction) for disk and cup wheels. At all power levels, a normal 

distribution with a mean value of about 500 μm for the disk wheel and 800 μm for the cup 

wheel is observed. This is expected based on the wheel grit size, as mentioned earlier.   

 

Figure 3-17 Comparison of grain rake angle probability at different 
power levels for (a) disk wheel, (b) cup wheel 
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Figure 3-18 (a) Grain protrusion and (b) grain width probability for disk wheel 
 

 

Figure 3-19 (a) Grain protrusion and (b) grain width probability for cup wheel 
 

3.8 Conclusion and summary 

A new method was developed that distinguishes grains from the resin bond material in the 

grinding wheel structure by processing the optical image of the surface. The topography of 

two types of grinding wheel, disk and cup, are captured using a laser confocal microscope. A 

grain mask is generated by performing a sequence of image processing techniques such as 

high-frequency FFT noise removal, mean shift smoothing and segmentation through 

thresholding. The mask is applied to the wheel topography to obtain grain height data for 

processing. Two fitting methods named “plane fit” and “vertex normal” were tested for 

detecting the grain face in the cutting direction and extracting the rake and yaw angles of 

each grain. Care has been given to only extract information for grain faces oriented toward 

the cutting direction by using the vertex normal method. Large areas from different regions 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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of each grinding wheel type are scanned to provide enough data for statistical analysis. The 

wheels are characterized at three different grinding power levels (1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 W) 

typical of those used in actual field applications. Grain rake angles, yaw angles, width and 

protrusion height for each type of wheel and power level are then extracted. 

 

It is found that the yaw angles have a uniform distribution under all conditions studied 

regardless of wheel type or power level. For both wheel types, however, rake angle results 

approximate a normal distribution with the mean tending toward higher negative angles at 

lower grinding power levels. Grain protrusion and width results are also obtained through the 

procedure developed. These results are essential for simulating micro-material removal by a 

single grain. Grain protrusion heights are also needed to determine the active grains based on 

the specific grinding depth of cut. The work reported in this paper will be used for 

subsequent numerical modeling of the grinding process in the framework of single-grain 

simulations. Grain geometry statistics will be used as a database to perform a series of single-

grain cutting actions. A comprehensive model for material removal in the robotic grinding 

process studied will then be built based on the kinematics of the contact zone and grains 

active in the removal process.  
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Highlights  

• Enhancements are made in determining the empirical coefficients of a semi-

analytical grinding force model.  

• The impact cutting regime in robotic grinding is identified at various grinding 

power levels. 

• The variable cutting regime is used to determine the empirical coefficients in the 

model. 

• An energy partition model and the friction-chip energy ratio are combined to 

determine new force model constants.  

• The new constants confirmed the validity of the model for a wide range of 

grinding power levels. 

 

4.1  Abstract  

Traditionally, grinding is used as a finishing process in the manufacturing chain. However, in 

recent years, it has been also used to machine hard or brittle materials. Another application, 

developed by Hydro-Québec’s research institute, IREQ, is robotic grinding for in situ 
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maintenance of large hydropower equipment. This high material removal rate grinding 

process is performed with a flexible robot as the tool holder. In a robotic grinding process, 

having an accurate model to predict the process force is crucial in order to achieve the 

desired material removal rate. This paper presents an experimental study that breaks new 

ground in determining the empirical parameters of an existing semi-analytical force model. 

An impact cutting behavior has been clearly observed at various grinding power levels both 

with high-speed video and force measuring equipment. The force model is based on an 

imaginary cutting notch acting to remove a chip at each wheel impact on the surface. The 

number of impacts per revolution of the grinding wheel is ascertained and used to determine 

the empirical coefficients of the force model. The previously determined energy partition 

ratios and correlated model are also used to determine the ratio of energy consumption 

through friction to that for chip formation. The empirical coefficients are then fine-tuned and 

updated using the energy partition model and friction-chip energy ratio for the process. The 

newly determined coefficients are validated through a series of tests and shown to be a good 

agreement with measured grinding forces. The results show that the new enhancements in 

determining model parameters can be used to better predict the process force, power and 

depth of cut in different cutting regimes and at various grinding power levels. 

 

Keywords: Robotic grinding, force model, impact cutting, model identification 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Grinding is generally considered a finishing process with a very low material removal rate 

(MRR) and small depths of cut. However, there are applications in which grinding is 

primarily used to remove material in a process that is more like machining than finishing. 

This includes the grinding of very hard or brittle materials like super-alloys and ceramics. 

The special robotic grinding process studied here is another application of grinding primarily 

for machining purposes. Both a high MRR and high surface quality are normally required. A 

high MRR entails high grinding forces, which if not properly controlled may lead to 

inaccuracy, chatter, workpiece burn or other undesirable results.  
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A robotic process has been developed at Hydro-Québec’s research institute, IREQ, for field 

repair jobs on hydropower equipment. A portable 6-degree-of-freedom robot manipulator 

named “SCOMPI” (Super-COMPact Ireq) was designed and built as the tool holder for use 

in such processes as welding, grinding, plasma gouging and hammer peening (Hazel et al., 

2012a). The goal of the robotic grinding process is to achieve both a high MRR and a high-

quality surface finish with great accuracy. The number of in situ repair jobs carried out with 

SCOMPI over the past 20 years has proven the robot’s capabilities for hydropower 

equipment maintenance. However, since the robot is track-based and light-weight for 

maneuverability and portability, it is also very flexible. Given its low stiffness and the high 

force required for material removal in the specific grinding operations, a conventional 

position control strategy cannot be used to shape the part. Instead, the robot is coupled to an 

accurate measurement system and a controlled material removal rate (CMRR) strategy is 

employed to shape the part (Hazel et al., 2012a). The low stiffness of the robot also affects 

the dynamics of the grinding process. An impact cutting regime has been observed and 

documented through several methods. Care must be taken to include this impact cutting 

regime in the force model. 

 

Grinding force prediction is essential to control the MRR. This is needed to maintain 

precision. A random number of grains are involved in the grinding removal action. This 

influences the force and makes it hard, if not impossible, to develop a fully analytical force 

model for grinding. For robotic grinding performed with a light, flexible tool holder such as 

that in this study, dynamic effects caused by low robot rigidity also add to the complexity. 

However, regardless of grinding regime and conditions, an accurate force model is necessary 

for process control. Grinding force greatly influences process quality. An accurate force 

model is even more important if it is used in the robot control process to achieve the desired 

MRR. Also, predicted forces are vital for thermal and vibration analysis, and for predicting 

potential workpiece burn or chatter. 
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4.3 Literature review 

A grinding force model is an essential tool for process and quality control, particularly in 

industrial applications. It is difficult to specify accurately the physical interrelationships in 

grinding given the random, uneven distribution of the abrasive grains involved. Empirical 

models thus commonly come into play to predict the grinding force. (Tönshoff et al., 1992) 

reviewed basic empirical grinding force models developed before the 1990s. These models 

are primarily comprised of regression coefficients and process parameters, such as depth of 

cut, wheel speed, workpiece properties and wheel geometry. In an early study, (Malkin and 

Cook, 1971) experimentally verified that the grinding force increases with the growth of 

wear-flat areas on the wheel. They explained this behavior by separating the grinding force 

into cutting and sliding forces due to chip formation and rubbing, respectively. However, no 

force model formula was proposed at this point. (Werner, 1973) introduced a force model 

based on two elements. First, there is a stochastic distribution of cutting edges in the grinding 

process. Second, the theory of kinematics is involved in single-grain cutting, which is 

composed of chip formation and friction mechanisms. Soon after, (Snoeys et al., 1974) 

proposed a force model using their equivalent chip thickness model, which was based on the 

continuity equation. The models above are called “basic models”. Their main drawback is 

that they disregard the grinding time and coolant effect.  

 

4.3.1 Empirical models 

Normally for empirical models, parameters such as depth of cut, grinding wheel diameter, 

feed speed, wheel rotational speed and contact length are combined to predict the process 

force. Pure empirical models largely depend on extensive tests that are time-consuming and 

costly. Experimental observations under a wide range of process conditions are important in 

order to accurately characterize empirical models. (Fan and Miller, 2006) developed a 

grinding force model for segmental grinding. This type of grinding is performed with a 

segmented wheel, which leads to intermittent grinding since the wheel spacers do not come 

into contact with the workpiece. The authors divided each grinding force into a MRR-
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dependent cutting component and a constant rubbing component. Empirical coefficients must 

be determined for every process condition, grinding wheel material and workpiece material. 

(Johnson et al., 2008) also established a grinding force model for face grinding. The authors 

found that the feed rate and inclination angle have the greatest influence on the force. They 

developed a polynomial equation with four process parameters for predicting the grinding 

forces. Through regression analysis, the constants in the force equation are determined for 

specific wheel and workpiece materials. They claim that the model is simple and fast for 

industrial applications, admitting its limited accuracy as a drawback. (Liu et al., 2008) used 

multivariate analysis to build an empirical grinding force model for an aerospace alloy. Like 

earlier models, the coefficients are determined experimentally and further test data is used to 

show a good correlation between the predicted results and actual measurements. (Tang et al., 

2009) also mention that grinding forces are mainly comprised of two parts: chip formation 

force and sliding force. They showed that assuming a constant friction coefficient is a major 

drawback in existing models. The authors proposed a mathematical force model for surface 

grinding with a new formula for predicting the sliding force that included the effect of 

process parameters on the friction coefficient. A series of tests were carried out to validate 

the model proposed through agreement between measurements and results calculated based 

on the model. 

 

4.3.2 Grit based models 

Another approach for grinding force models extends the single-grit force formula to a more 

comprehensive force model. Although random distribution of grains is a basic assumption in 

such models, other assumptions are common for simplification, such as uniform grit shape 

with negative rake angle. (Hecker et al., 2007) evaluated a grinding force model assuming 

single-grit force and active-grain density as a function of the wheel. Grit force is calculated 

based on the mechanics of a single grain in contact using the workpiece’s Brinell hardness, 

an undeformed chip thickness and the grain’s effective diameter. Grains are all assumed to be 

spherical in shape. The authors then use the dynamic cutting edge density to predict total 

normal and tangential forces. The model calculation is validated and compared to test 
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measurement data. (Chang and Wang, 2008) developed a stochastic force model based on 

grinding conditions and a random grain distribution. A single-grit force, dependent upon the 

grinding geometry, is obtained. The total grinding force is then formulated by combining the 

single-grit forces and grit density function. The authors validated their model by a series of 

tests. (Park and Liang, 2008) also considered a similar single-grit interaction model to 

establish a comprehensive predictive model for micro-grinding. The authors considered in 

their model both a size effect, which is important in micro-machining, and a thermal effect. 

Analytical models for single-grit interaction, temperature and contact length are established 

and used to construct the force model. Tests performed to validate the model showed good 

agreement for small depths of cut but deviations were observed for larger depths of cut.  

 

4.3.3 Semi-analytical models 

Semi-analytical models place more emphasis on the process kinematics that govern the actual 

physical interaction between the grinding wheel and workpiece. Such models also normally 

include parameters that must be tuned experimentally. Once the necessary coefficients are 

determined empirically, the model is capable of predicting the force in the designated process 

range. (Patnaik Durgumahanti et al., 2010) developed a force model incorporating a variable 

friction coefficient and plowing force. The authors established cutting force equations in 

terms of process parameters and experimental constants. The force equation has three 

components: chip formation force, friction force and plowing force. Through a series of tests, 

coefficients are determined for chip formation and friction. Single-grit tests are performed to 

investigate the plowing force component. The predicted forces were in acceptable agreement 

with those obtained experimentally. (Mishra and Salonitis, 2013) proposed a multiple linear 

regression model for the grinding force ratio. Using test data, model coefficients were 

determined and the results were validated by the ratio of measured forces within an 

acceptable error. (Agarwal and Venkateswara Rao, 2013) stressed the importance of the chip 

thickness model, usually used as an input parameter for the force model. The authors 

established a force model for ceramic grinding using a new analytical undeformed chip 

thickness model. The chip thickness model was developed based on a random distribution of 
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grains and their geometry, and on the actual contact length in the contact zone. Results from 

the new model were shown to be in good agreement with the test data under a range of 

process conditions. (Yao et al., 2014) proposed a mathematical force model for three types of 

wheels used to grind an ultra-high-strength steel workpiece. The force model was again 

composed of chip formation and plowing parts. Five constants in the model were determined 

through the least-square method by using six sets of test data. The authors compare the 

grinding forces predicted from the model to those determined experimentally and found them 

to be in reasonable agreement. (Aslan and Budak, 2014) developed a semi-analytical force 

model for the grinding process based on a modified micro-milling analogy. The topography 

and grain geometry for two types of grinding wheels were measured using an optical 

measurement system. For each workpiece-wheel pair, model coefficients were then 

determined experimentally. Lastly, the authors validated the model by showing that predicted 

and experimentally measured force values were in good agreement. 

 

Despite the many force models in the literature, developed for several types of grinding, few 

studies have been dedicated to robotic grinding, especially when performed with flexible 

robots. A simple, practical model for controlling the process then plays a crucial role. In this 

study, an existing force model for robotic grinding (Hazel et al., 2012b) is further analyzed 

and a new method is proposed for determining coefficients empirically. The 

micro-machining analogy and impact cutting kinematics are the main characteristics of this 

force model. Also, using the concept of energy partition, the empirical coefficients are 

determined more precisely. The number of impacts per turn of the grinding wheel, nc, is a 

key parameter in determining coefficients. This parameter was set to one in earlier studies. 

The power, depth of cut and force values predicted by the model agreed closely with 

experimental force values measured during the process. The good correlation between the 

model and tests was found over a wide range of operating conditions and cutting regimes.  
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4.4 Grinding kinematics 

This section introduces the kinematics of the impact cutting grinding process observed while 

performing traverse grinding with the robot. Conventional grinding force models are not 

applicable when a flexible robotic manipulator holds the grinder. This is due to much lower 

stiffness of the robotic manipulator compared to the heavy structure of conventional grinding 

machines. The robot arm is made of aluminum and its total weight is about 33 kg. A traverse 

surface grinding technique is employed with this flexible robot to perform high-MRR 

grinding. Figure 4-1a shows the grinding wheel performing a single pass. The feed direction 

is normal to the arc of the wheel in the contact zone. A thorough study on the material 

removal dynamics when grinding with this robot is reported in (Rafieian et al., 2014a), who 

detected a vibro-impact cutting behavior. At each impact, an idealized notch (see Figure 

4-1b) is formed in the workpiece surface. In fact, the number of impacts per revolution of the 

wheel is not constant but varies as a function of the process parameters. It has been clearly 

shown that there are interruptions in cutting during the process when the wheel bounces off 

the workpiece. This can be explained by the low stiffness of the tool holder and high impact 

force in the direction normal to the workpiece surface.   

 

 

Figure 4-1 Grinding kinematics, (a) traverse grinding, (b) idealized notch 
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4.5 Process force model 

Given the kinematics discussed above and the form of material removal, each abrasive grit 

acts as a micro-machining tool, removing a chip at each impact of the wheel. As commonly 

acknowledged, abrasive grits in a grinding wheel have several small cutting edges with 

negative rake angles. The cutting action of all abrasive grits involved during each impact is 

assumed to be similar to single-tooth milling. A force model for milling tools is thus used to 

calculate the instantaneous tangential cutting force in the process. The predicted force has 

two parts: the force exerted to overcome friction and the force to form a chip. The 

instantaneous tangential force can be calculated by (Altintas and Lee, 1998), 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )T e cx xF k kγ ε= +  (4.1)

 

where ke and kc (identified empirically) are edge force and shear force coefficients 

respectively, γ  is the grit width and ( )xε  is the undeformed chip thickness. The first term on 

the right-hand side of the force equation is the friction component and the second term is the 

chip formation component. Replacing grit width γ  by the instantaneous undeformed chip 

width ( )x ϕ , where ϕ  is the immersion angle, and considering the total contact angle of 0θ  for 

one impact cut (see Figure 4-1b), the force equation can be rewritten as follows, 
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where ( )A ϕ  is the instantaneous cross-sectional area of the undeformed chip. A 

comprehensive geometrical and force model for this process is established in (Hazel et al., 

2012b). Replacing the instantaneous chip width and cross-section in Equation (4.2) gives, 
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where E is the wheel thickness, h0 is the depth of cut, R0 is the wheel radius, vf is the feed 

speed, nc is number of impacts per turn of the wheel and N is the wheel rotational speed (Hz). 

The depth of cut is also obtained based on geometrical calculations and the MRR (Zw), 
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The average force can be calculated by integrating the instantaneous force over one turn of 

the wheel, considering the number of impacts per turn in the process, 
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where Schip is the undeformed chip’s surface area and Vchip is the undeformed chip’s volume. 

Writing the average force in terms of process parameters gives, 
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Finally, multiplying the average tangential force (Equation (4.6)) by the peripheral wheel 

speed gives the process power, 
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4.6 Test and measurements 

A series of tests was conducted with SCOMPI, keeping the robot in its most stable 

configuration to minimize undesired dynamic and vibration behaviors (see Figure 4-2). All 
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tests were performed with a self-dressing depressed-center grinding wheel (Type 27 

NORZON III) with zirconia alumina abrasive. The feed speed was set to a constant 80 mm/s. 

The wheel rotational speed was 6,000 rpm. Tests were run at four grinding power levels in 

the typical range for field tasks: 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 W. Single-groove tests were 

performed over a length of 250 mm. Tests at each power level were repeated four times to 

ensure consistent measurements. During the tests, the three component forces applied to the 

workpiece were recorded by a dynamometer. In addition, the instantaneous rotational speed 

of the wheel was measured using both optical and magnetic encoders. The control system of 

the robot also logged the grinding power consumed, feed speed and wheel displacement 

normal to the workpiece surface. 

 

4.6.1 Test setup 

A piezoelectric three-component dynamometer (Kistler Type 9255C) was used to measure 

the three orthogonal force components. In order to avoid measuring system disturbances, an 

ultra-rigid table was designed and built using a special concrete-and-steel structure whose 

first natural frequency is over 1.2 kHz. Both the dynamometer and workpiece were mounted 

on the table. A multichannel charge amplifier (Kistler Type 5070A) receives the charges 

from the four piezoelectric sensors of the dynamometer through a high-insulation cable and 

converts them to the proportional voltage levels for the DAQ input. Before the tests, the 

dynamometer was calibrated both by static and dynamic loading to ensure that the test setup 

was suitably designed and force measurements would be accurate. In static calibration tests, 

the robot is used to apply force on the dynamometer in three directions. Measurements from 

a load cell attached to the robot end effector and those from the dynamometer table were 

compared and found to be in very close agreement. Dynamic calibration tests were 

performed as free-rotation tests with an unbalanced disk installed on the grinder motor, 

which was mounted in various locations on the dynamometer table. Rotational speeds ranged 

from 1,000 to 6,000 rpm in increments of 1,000. Calibration test results showed that the 

measured force values correlated well with the theoretical unbalance force. 
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Figure 4-2 Test setup 
 

The grinder was equipped with a Quantum Device QPhase optical encoder (Type QD145) 

and a Heidenhain modular magnetic encoder to measure the rotational speed of the grinder 

shaft. The optical encoder had TTL output and a resolution of 1,000 pulses per revolution 

(ppr), which a divider circuit then converted to 250 ppr. The digital encoder was also 

adjusted to 3,000 ppr. An IDT high-speed 1 megapixel digital camera (Y4 series) was used to 

capture high-frame-rate video of the process along the steadiest section in the grinding 

passes. Three 750-W halogen lamps (each connected to different phases of a 3-phase power 

supply) with 7-inch Fresnel lenses rated at 1,7000 lm ensured sufficient and continuous 

lighting of the workpiece-wheel contact zone while recording. Video capture of 1016 x 600 

pixel images was at 6,000 fps with an exposure time of 40 µs. Since the rotational speed of 

the grinding wheel was 6,000 rpm or 100 rps, each video frame corresponds to a 6-degree 

shift in the angle of the wheel. A number of lower-resolution frames at higher frame rates up 

to 25,000 fps were also captured to study the duration of contact during each impact. Each 

frame at this speed corresponds to a 1.44-degree rotation of the wheel. 

The data acquisition system for angular sampling was set up based on the commercial 

software platform Measure Foundry®. A high-speed camera was also triggered and kept in 

sync with all recording channels. With the angular sampling method, signal values are 

recorded at specific position intervals in the grinding wheel rotation rather than at fixed time 
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intervals as is the case with time sampling methods. Recording occurs each time a pulse is 

received from the magnetic encoder. The time between recordings is also calculated using a 

36-MHz internal clock on the data acquisition card. A Data Translation DT9836 Series 

module in a BNC box was used to capture the signals. This system is capable of 

simultaneously capturing analog and digital I/O, and has a counter/timer for encoders. Output 

signals were then converted to an ASCII text file and imported to Matlab for signal 

processing and plotting. 

 

4.7 Results and discussion 

4.7.1 Impact cutting regime 

Observations with the high-speed camera confirmed that, rather than through continuous 

wheel-workpiece interaction, material is removed through an intermittent impact cutting 

regime. Normal- and high-speed video recordings during grinding are shown Figure 4-3 

(online version only). In earlier studies with this robot, the number of impacts per turn of the 

wheel is assumed to be one (Rafieian et al., 2014b). In this study, careful review of high-

speed video recordings under various operating conditions revealed that the number of 

impacts per turn varies according to the process power. The normal force signal from the 

dynamometer and drop in wheel rotational speed acquired by the encoders in this study also 

support the results obtained in an earlier study (Rafieian et al., 2014a).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-3 (a) Normal-speed video at 30 fps, (b) high-speed video at 
6,000 fps, played at 30 fps (online version) 
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Figure 4-4a shows the angular speed of the grinder spindle recorded during a grinding test. 

Signal recording begins when the grinder starts to turn and the rotational speed ramps up 

from 0 to its 100-Hz nominal value in about 250 turns. After reaching the desired rotational 

speed, the robot starts to stretch out toward the workpiece in the normal direction to establish 

contact. This free-rotation phase last about 600 turns until contact is established and the 

power consumed reaches a predefined value. The robot then starts moving in the feed 

direction while controlling the normal position of the end effector to maintain the desired 

process power. When the groove is finished, the robot moves away from the workpiece and 

the grinder decelerate to zero rotational speed. Figure 4-4a also shows the grinding portion of 

measurements with an enlargement to the right. The drop in angular speed at the start of the 

pass is caused by the initial wheel-workpiece contact and continues until it is compensated by 

the control system. The rise in angular speed at the end of the pass is due to a similar effect 

as the load is removed at the end of the grinding pass when the wheel moves off the 

workpiece.  Figure 4-4b shows the three components of the measured force and a zoom of 

the force and rotational speed signals during a 10-turn window under steady-state grinding 

conditions. In this region, one impact per turn of the wheel is clearly seen as a peak in the 

measured normal force and as a drop in measured rotational speed. 
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Figure 4-4 Angular speed and force measurements  
 

Figure 4-5a and Figure 4-5b show separately the signals for the normal and lateral forces 

during the grinding pass. The data acquired for the initial and final sections of the pass are 

discarded given disturbances when grinding at the edges of the workpiece. The steadiest 

conditions are reached in the middle of the pass from 1030 to 1180 turns. The friction 

coefficient is introduced as the ratio of the average lateral force to normal force. Figure 4-5c 

shows the instantaneous value of the friction coefficient. Figure 4-5d shows an impact cutting 

map of the normal force signal. The vertical axis is the angular position of the wheel and the 

color map represents the normal force value relative to the moving average for the signal. In 

this figure, the position and number of impacts can be easily detected. One impact per turn 

almost in the same angular position (≈330 degrees) for this entire period is clearly observed 

in the steady-state section.  
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As mentioned earlier, the tests and measurements above were repeated four times at each 

grinding power level. The impacting behavior was found to vary as a function of grinding 

power. Figure 4-6 summarizes the results for all four power levels, including an impact map 

of 50 turns of the wheel from the steady-state section and a zoomed 10-turn window for the 

normal force signal. The number of impacts during each turn appears in red above each turn 

in the force plots. Increasing the grinding power, which is directly correlated to the normal 

force applied by the robot to hold the end effector in position, clearly causes a higher  

number of impacts.  

 

Figure 4-5 (a) Normal and (b) lateral force signal, 
(c) friction coefficient, (d) impact cutting map 
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Figure 4-7 summarizes the probability of each number of impacts per turn for each grinding 

power level based on 50 turns in the steady-state section from all the tests. Note that at a very 

low grinding power level (P = 500 W), no contact occurs during more than 40% of the turns. 

This behavior can also be seen in the measured force signal in Figure 4-6a. In fact, the 

restoring force from the robot is so small that after an impact, the wheel sometimes spins for 

two entire revolutions before it again makes contact with the workpiece. Also note that one 

impact per turn is dominant in the range of 1,000 to 1,500 W. The angular position of 

impacts under these conditions (see Figure 4-6b and Figure 4-6c) is unchanged in the impact 

maps. If this behavior persisted, the wheel would wear unevenly and gradually become oval 

in shape. The short duration of grinding during these tests explains this. It has been observed 

in longer runs that the position of impact moves around the entire circumference of the 

wheel. For grinding at 2,000 W the dominant regime is 2 to 3 impacts per turn (Figure 4-6d). 

A weighted average is used for all power levels to find the number of impacts during each 

turn (nc) to be used in the force model. These values are 0.75, 1.29, 1.56 and 2.25 impacts per 

turn for grinding power levels of 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 W, respectively. 
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Figure 4-7 Probability of number of impacts per turn  
 

4.7.2 Profilometer scans 

All grinding grooves (see Figure 4-1) were scanned using an AltiSurf 530 profilometer with a 

chromatic confocal probe (CL4), which has axial accuracy of 0.4 µm and a resolution of 
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0.075 µm. A general scan of the grooves was performed with measuring steps of 10 µm in 

the lateral direction and 250 µm in the feed direction. A high-resolution scan with 10-µm 

steps in both directions in the steady-state region was also carried out to have more accurate 

measurements for analysis. Figure 4-8 shows the measuring equipment as well as a photo of 

an actual groove and its scan. Before further analysis of the scan measurements, a 

preprocessing step is performed on the data for each groove. First, linear interpolation and a 

median filter are applied to remove outliers that deviate by more than 4 sigma from the mean. 

Second, an unskew process is applied to correct the workpiece deflection that occurs after 

grinding. This is necessary to avoid misleading results in calculating the depth and volume of 

cut. A mask is thus applied over the measured region to exclude the sides of the groove so 

only the relatively flat regions at the top and bottom of the groove remain. These are used to 

detect the curvature of the plate surface in both the feed and lateral directions. Then, the 

correction algorithm is applied using linear regression to the entire measured region, 

including the groove. 

 

 

 

 

For each section of the groove (see Figure 4-9a), the lowest point is taken to calculate depth 

of cut. The cross-sectional area is also calculated at each measuring step, which gives the 

instantaneous MRR when multiplied by the feed speed. Figure 4-9b and Figure 4-9c show 

Figure 4-8 (a) Scanning the grooves, (b) top view of a groove (image 
and measured), (c) sample 3D view 
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the MRR obtained and the depth of cut along the groove in the feed direction for different 

power levels. 

 

 

Figure 4-9 (a) Analysis of scanned groove, (b) instantaneous MRR, (c) depth of cut 
 

4.8 Determination of model coefficients 

In the tests, the data needed to determine model coefficients is acquired from three different 

sources: logged data from the robot controller, recorded signals from the data acquisition 

system and groove scan measurements. The logged data, recorded at constant time intervals, 

includes grinder power consumption, and the position and velocity of the robot in the feed 

and normal directions. The grinder used in this study is built around an electric three-phase 

synchronous permanent-magnet motor. The mechanical power delivered at the spindle is 

accurately monitored, considering all the effects of motor losses and temperature on motor 

power. Motor losses include drag and friction in the bearings, power to drive the fan, and 

power dissipation as core losses in the stator iron armature. The permanent-magnet electric 

grinder was tested on a dynamometer bench in an IREQ lab in order to ensure an accurate 

estimate of the mechanical power delivered at the spindle. The results showed that the 

estimated power differs by less than 2% from the actual mechanical power. The data 

acquisition system, as mentioned earlier, gathers the angular velocity from encoders and the 

three components of force from dynamometer measurements, recorded at different angular 

positions of the grinder shaft. The data obtained from the scanned grooves includes the depth 

of cut and the MRR at constant feed interval positions. For instantaneous determination 

purposes, all three sources are synchronized with respect to the feed position along the 
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groove. Ten data samples in the stable range of the groove are thus used as input to determine 

the empirical coefficients in the force model. A sample of the synchronized data is given in 

Figure 4-10. 

 

 

 

To determine the model parameters, a cost function is defined as the root-mean-square error 

of the predicted and measured powers at these 10 sample data points summed for all 16 tests, 
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where Pm and PM are the instantaneous measured and predicted powers. Measured power Pm 

is obtained from the robot controller, which is synchronized by the scanned groove position. 

Predicted power PM is calculated with Equation (4.7) using the instantaneous MRR, wheel 

rotational speed and weighted average number of impacts nc. The cost function error is 

plotted in Figure 4-11. The error in the acceptable region, the white area inside the iso-line 

with the smallest value, is 9.3%. Any pair of points for edge and force constants ke and kc on 

the line in Figure 4-11 predicts acceptable process power. However, it may be assumed that 

only one pair of ke and kc coefficients optimally model the process. A further constraint on 

Figure 4-10 Synchronized data for (a) power 
consumption measured from robot controller, 
(b) MRR from groove scan data, (c) angular 

speed from DAQ 
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the correct ratio of friction and chip formation powers will thus be considered. In the 

following section, an energy partition model is used for final selection of these          

empirical coefficients. 

 

 

Figure 4-11 Error in cost function 
 

4.8.1 Friction and chip formation power 

Minimizing the cost function in Equation (4.8) for grinding power does not bring into play all 

of the physical parameters of the process. A friction-chip energy ratio check is thus 

performed in this section. It widely acknowledged that almost all the energy consumed in 

grinding is converted into heat (Malkin S., 2008). There are four main sources of heat 

dissipation in a grinding process: the workpiece, grinding wheel, chips, and coolant. An 

energy partition is defined as the ratio of the amount of energy entering the workpiece to the 

total consumed energy.  
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In order to further constrain the acceptable region for the empirical coefficients, an energy 

partition model of the process developed earlier (Tahvilian et al., 2013) is used here. The 
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robotic grinding process. The model for the energy partition is based on the chip and friction 

fractions of consumed power, 

 

 
 

 
 

friction chipP P

MP

α β
ε

+
=  (4.10)

 

where Pfriction is the power consumed to overcome friction in the process, Pchip is the power 

consumed to form the chip,  and  are constants, and PM is the total consumed power. The 

last parameter can be formulated as follows according to the force model, 

 

      =   M friction chip e c wP P P k SN k Z= + +  (4.11)

 

Thorough a series of tests, the energy partition ratio and the value = 0.76 and variable  

(see Table 4.1) based on the grinding power were validated by (Tahvilian et al., 2013).  

 

Table 4.1  values and energy partition versus  
grinding power  

Power 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

β 0.27 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.03 

 0.62 0.55 0.48 0.43 0.40 

 

The values of edge and cutting coefficients ke and kc that best predict the friction and chip 

power are thus chosen using Equation (4.10) and Equation (4.11). The values ke = 75 N/mm 

and kc = 10,020 N/mm2 give the correct ratio of powers. Figure 4-12 plots the results for data 

points acquired at various power levels using Equation (4.7) with the empirical coefficients 

so determined. The test data at different power levels is plotted in different colors (see figure 

legend). This plot shows four markers, corresponding to each MRR value on the horizontal 

axis. One is the test measurement mentioned earlier and the other three are total predicted 

power PM, friction power Pfriction and chip formation power Pchip. As specified in Equation 

(4.11), the total predicted power from the model is the sum of the friction and chip formation 
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power. These two parts of the power are equivalent to the first and second terms on right-

hand side of Equation (4.7). The chip formation power is a linear function of MRR Zw. The 

friction power increases with the cube root of MRR Zw, while the number of impact nc 

changes the multiplier factor. The friction power thus shifts when the cutting regime is 

altered due to a change in grinding power. The effect of the number of impacts in different 

cutting regimes can be seen in the friction power in Figure 4-12.  

 

 

Figure 4-12 Predicted and measured grinding power 
 

4.8.2 Force and depth of cut 

The depth of cut and average normal force can also be predicted by the model. Figure 4-13 

compares the measured and predicted depths of cut in the stable region of the groove. The 

depth of cut is predicted using Equation (4.4) and the measured value is from the 

corresponding groove scan data. A good correlation can be seen at all four grinding power 

levels. The results obtained by selecting a constant cutting regime (i.e., nc = 1) are also 

shown in Figure 4-13. 

 

The predicted average normal force Equation (4.6) was also validated with the dynamometer 

force measurement. The average force ratio of 0.26 found from the test data was used to 
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calculate the normal force in the model. Similarly, results are plotted considering variable 

and constant cutting regimes. It is clear that the multi-impact model can better predict the 

process over a wider operating range.  

 

 

Figure 4-13 Measured and predicted depth of cut at different power levels 
 

 

Figure 4-14 Measured and predicted average force at different power levels 
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4.9 Conclusion 

New enhancements have been introduced to determine the parameters of an existing semi-

analytical force model for a flexible robotic grinding process. The force model was originally 

developed based on the micro-machining analogy assuming an impact cutting behavior 

where an idealized notch is formed at each impact. The empirical coefficients in the model 

were determined through tests considering the observed cutting regime. The impact cutting 

action was verified by high-speed video observations, the angular speed from an encoder and 

the force signal from a dynamometer. The number of impacts per turn at different grinding 

power levels was determined by carefully studying force signal impact maps. This varying 

cutting regime, the synchronized MRR, measured grinding power and the angular speed of 

the wheel were used to determine an acceptable boundary for empirical coefficients in the 

force model. An energy partition model of the process, developed earlier, was used to 

determine the portions of power consumed to overcome friction and to form chips. Through 

optimization, the coefficients that satisfy the friction-chip energy ratio are then determined. 

The two new enhancements made to the force model—consideration of the variable cutting 

regime and use of an energy partition to determine optimal parameters—lead to a model that 

is valid over a wide range of grinding power levels. Predicted grinding power, depth of cut 

and average normal force were in excellent agreement with test measurements at different 

power levels. This work will make it possible to improve robotic process control by using the 

optimally determined force model parameters. Currently, the impact regime is detected 

through the force signal. Though impacts are very clear in the normal force measurements, it 

is infeasible to use a dynamometer in the field. Detection of the impact regime outside the lab 

should thus rely solely on the angular speed measured by the encoder installed in the grinder. 

This requires very sophisticated signal filtering appropriately applied since it is sometimes 

very difficult to distinguish the speed drop caused by an impact from the background noise in 

the signal. This work is part of a broader effort to establish a micro-scale FE model of chip 

formation in the cutting process performed with the flexible SCOMPI robot. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This research combined experimental and numerical investigations to improve fundamental 

knowledge useful in modeling flexible robotic grinding. On the numerical side, finite element 

simulation and empirical modeling were the principal axes of the study. These methods, 

combined with comprehensive test data, provided a better understanding of material removal 

in robotic grinding and the consequences of the process involved. Results for the models 

developed can be used to improve process efficiency or perform a sensitivity analysis of the 

process. The main characteristic of the simulations, i.e., low stiffness of the robot structure 

and the resulting impact cutting regime, were addressed. Critical aspects of the process and 

considerations needed to model it were introduced. The major findings and contributions of 

this research pertain to robotic grinding processes performed by light, flexible robots and are 

summarized below. 

 

In the first article, local chip thickness in material removal and dynamic effects in the process 

are combined to propose an appropriate heat source for FE simulation of flexible robotic 

grinding. A FE solver was used for the simulations. The solver code was enhanced by 

general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU), which significantly 

reduced the solution time. Given the sequential impact cutting observed in the process, the 

boundary conditions in the model were adjusted to predict accurately the temperature 

distribution and energy partition in the workpiece. If this dynamic effect is ignored and 

average parameters are used in the numerical model, workpiece temperatures may be 

underestimated. Test measurements of temperature agreed closely with predicted values. An 

empirical model for energy partition in flexible robotic grinding was also introduced based 

on grinding power. This model is an important part of grinding process investigations as it 

provides insight into the amount of energy that enters into the workpiece.    

 

In the second article, grinding wheel topography was determined for two commonly used 

types of grinding wheels: disk and cup. A laser confocal microscope was used to obtain both 

an optical image and the topography of the region of interest on the wheel surface. The 
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optical image was then used to detect the grains and distinguish them from the bonding 

material through image processing techniques. The mask generated was applied to the 

topography to extract the geometry of individual grains. A vertex normal method was 

introduced to analyze the grain faces and select those in the cutting direction. Yaw and rake 

angles for the grain attack face were then extracted. Wheel topography was characterized for 

low, medium and high grinding power levels. The results indicated that the yaw angle has a 

uniform distribution and the rake angle a normal distribution. The yaw angle distribution 

remains unchanged at different power levels; whereas, the mean rake angle in its normal 

distribution tends to have higher negative values at lower grinding power levels. This 

confirmed that when grinding at lower power levels, the grains become duller and process 

efficiency will consequently drop. Statistical data for grain face angles, grain width and 

protrusion are necessary for micro-scale simulation of grinding. This is an ongoing part of 

the research project. 

 

In the third article, new enhancements in the empirical determination of parameters were 

introduced for an existing semi-analytical force model of the grinding process. An accurate 

force model plays an important role in the robot control strategy, and thus helps achieve 

higher precision and better surface quality in the process. The force model is based 

essentially on the micro-machining analogy and an impact cutting regime governing the 

process. In earlier studies on flexible robotic grinding, a constant single impact per turn of 

the wheel during the material removal process was assumed in determining the empirical 

constants in the force model. The impact cutting regime was observed, however, to vary at 

different grinding power levels. The measured normal force signal during the process proved 

to be the clearest sign of impacts and was used to identify the number of impacts under 

different operating conditions. High-speed video recordings during grinding with the robot 

under study also confirmed the impact cutting regime. The grooves, left after a single-pass 

grinding test, were also scanned to determine the instantaneous depth of cut and material 

removal rate (MRR). The impact cutting regime detected, synchronized MRR, measured 

grinding power and angular speed of the grinder were then used to obtain the empirical 

coefficients within an acceptable range. Lastly, the energy partition of the process from the 
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first part of study was used to determine the empirical coefficients. The new model has a 

force prediction capability over a wider range of power levels for the robotic grinding 

process studied. The force model was validated through comparison of predicted and 

measured average normal force and depth of cut. 

 

 





 

RECOMENDATIONS  

 

Some directions for future research related to this study are proposed below. 

 

The thermal FE model developed in the first part of this study pertains to grinding with a disk 

wheel. However, the heat source function and other boundary conditions can be modified and 

extended to other types of wheels. The energy partition ratio is also an important aspect to be 

investigated with a cup wheel, a type of wheel commonly used in grinding with SCOMPI. 

Although thorough testing and numerical simulations are needed, a foundation will thus be 

built for further investigation on other aspects of the process. 

 

The grinding wheel grain shapes obtained from the second part of this study can be used for 

micro-scale simulation of the robotic grinding process studied. The procedure proposed is to 

conduct several single-grain cutting FE simulations. Then, an overall model for material 

removal will be built to predict the total force based on the wheel topography. Some 

preliminary results have already been obtained in this direction and have been published in a 

conference paper (see Appendix I). Note that the results presented in that paper were prior to 

the topography study in second article so comparisons in it only pertain to changes in grain 

shape, specifically rake angle. Further investigations are needed, however, to make sure that 

the correct material behavior and friction models are employed in the overall model. The 

material model for micro-scale FE simulation has now been extracted from the literature 

available on the subject. Comprehensive experimental investigations may be needed to 

completely understand material behavior under such loading conditions. Since using the 

appropriate material model in numerical simulation is critical in order to obtain correct 

results, any effort deployed to better understand material behavior will be beneficial. 

 

In the third part of this study, empirical coefficients in the force model were determined 

based on the experimentally observed impact cutting regime in the process. Impacts were 

detected from the normal force signal measured by a dynamometer, which is inapplicable 

outside a laboratory environment. In practical use of this robot, such high-precision force 
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measurements are not feasible. The only signature of impacts available is thus the drop in 

angular speed measured by grinder encoders. Further work is required focusing on 

appropriate signal processing and filtering to detect the impact regime based on           

angular speed. 
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A I-1 Abstract 

A flexible robotic grinding system has been used for in situ maintenance of large hydro 

turbine runners by Hydro-Quebec. Field trials for more than 20 years have proven the 

reliability and efficiency of the technology for hydropower equipment maintenance and 

repair. This portable robot named SCOMPI, is developed by IREQ, Research Institute of 

Hydro-Quebec and can perform high material removal rate grinding on hardly accessible 

areas of turbine runner blades. Due to the light weight and low rigidity of the robot, 

traditional position control of conventional grinding is not applicable in this process. Instead 

a hybrid force/position controller is employed to ensure the accuracy of the predefined 

material removal rate. Therefore, having a good force model for a specific removal rate is a 

prerequisite for controlling the grinding task. Understanding the grinding process as the 

cutting action of several single grits participating in the material removal process provides an 

insight to predict the needed forces.  
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This paper presents an investigation of the effects of grits shape on cutting forces in single 

abrasive cutting mechanism during high removal rate grinding by SCOMPI robot. A 

three-dimensional finite element model is developed to simulate the chip formation process 

with different grit shapes. Thermal results from our previous study of temperature 

distribution in the contact zone for this special robotic grinding are imposed to the 

undeformed chips. Then, Johnson-Cook plasticity model is employed to investigate effects of 

hardening and thermal softening of work piece material in cutting forces. It is also found that, 

rake angle and cutting edges of the grit can have significant effects on the cutting and  

normal forces. 

 

A I-2 Introduction 

Finite element analysis has been an effective numerical tool since mid 1960’s to predict and 

understand processes behaviors and has played an important role for improving the 

processes. Grinding wheels are composed of several small abrasives, which are responsible 

of removing the material from the work piece surface. Finite element simulation of grinding 

process is more complex compared to other machining processes due to the arbitrary grit 

contact positioning relative to the work piece surface in grinding. Distinct characteristics and 

kinematics in flexible robotic grinding process is also adding to this complexity because of 

lower rigidity of system compared to conventional grinding machines. Among all the metal 

cutting processes, orthogonal cutting is the mostly studied one meanwhile, similar to the 

single grit cutting action in grinding process. Early experimental observations by (Kita et al., 

1978) showed that a negative rake angle tool can approximately represent the mechanism of 

material removal by an abrasive grain in grinding. Although extensive studies, both 

numerically and analytically, have been done on simulation and understanding of the 

orthogonal cutting process, less attempts have been performed on material removal 

simulations of single abrasive grit with a negative rake angle.  

 

Therefore, the aim of current study is to build a Finite Element (FE) model capable of 

capturing the effect of grit shape especially in the negative rake angle domain with work 
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hardening and thermal softening effects for micro-cutting simulation of single abrasive grit. 

The geometry and other kinematics of these grits are based on the flexible robotic grinding 

process under study. The results will be used to develop a force model of the process which 

will be integrated in the robotic system in a future work. 

 

A I-3 Background 

(Shaw, 1993) highlighted the major difference of grinding and orthogonal cutting in their 

energy distribution among the components and uncontrolled geometry of cutting edge in 

grinding. Other than the main difference of having a negative rake angle in a single abrasive 

material removal in grinding compared to positive rake angle in an orthogonal cutting model, 

the basic ideas of modeling chip formation are somehow the same. However, other 

assumptions and approximations should be considered for modeling the grinding processes. 

Some of these conditions that can be seen in almost all of single abrasive simulations are as 

follows: each single grain moves in a complete circular path; the work piece is stationary 

during a single contact; no simultaneous contact grains occur at the same time. Simulating 

the chip formation phenomenon is an important issue in finite element modeling of metal 

cutting processes and has been under investigation in recent decades. In the process, as the 

tool advanced into the work piece, material ahead of the tool tip needs to be pushed away to 

let the chip and the new surface form. This involves in the simulation separation of finite 

element mesh during the solution. Basically, in order to handle material separation 

mechanism in finite element models, three techniques are commonly used as node separation 

criteria (geometrical or physical), adaptive re-meshing with ALE formulation and element 

deletion with damage law. Either one or a combination of the techniques can be implemented 

to form the chip in metal cutting simulations. 

 

Node separation criteria are based on splitting of nodes on a pre-defined path when a 

specified condition is satisfied. This method can be divided into two main categories, 

geometrical separation criteria and physical separation criteria. Adaptive re-meshing is a 

local or global re-meshing of the work piece with respect to an activation criterion, i.e. a limit 
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for change of angles in elements or a constant time interval. This method is usually very 

costly in terms of computation time. In element deletion, a damage law is utilized to control 

the elements in the distorted zones. Each of elements that reach the limit is deleted from the 

mesh. This method is used in Lagrangian or ALE formulation to model the most realistic 

material behavior in chip formation. 

 

A I-4 Literature review  

(Shih, 1995) used a plane strain FE model to investigate the effect of rake face angle in the 

orthogonal cutting process. Geometrical separation criterion and updated Lagrangian 

formulation is used in order to obtain cutting force and residual stresses. Although acceptable 

results are obtained, the author highlighted the lack of damage modeling in his simulation as 

the reason of unrealistic chip and free surface boundary compared to the experimental data. 

(Mamalis et al., 2001) also used geometrical chip separation criterion for orthogonal cutting 

simulation. When the distance between the nodes and tool tip reaches a critical limit, 

separation occurs. (Ohbuchi and Obikawa, 2003) was among the first who tried to simulate 

the grinding mechanism by introducing a FE model of orthogonal cutting with a large 

negative angle using updated Lagrangian formulation. A predefined separation line is used to 

allow chip formation in the simulation. Each node on the separation path is divided into two 

nodes when the tool tip has reached the node. The authors found that cutting speed and 

grinding parameters like depth of cut have great influences on the chip formation process. 

Therefore, a cutting speed adjusted with the grain rake angle for efficient material       

removal is suggested. 

 

The main disadvantages of a geometric criterion are the absence of physical interpretation 

and need of pre-defined separation path. In addition, there is no relevant magnitude for the 

critical distance, and it should be determined by try and error for each cutting condition. 

Small magnitude of distance will cause excessive mesh distortion around the tool tip and 

large values causes the chip to separate too early and consequently, this results in a crack in 

the work piece, ahead of the tool tip. As for physical criteria, physical parameters like stress, 
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effective plastic strain or energy density are used as the separation threshold. Although use of 

physical criteria for chip separation is more reasonable, there still exists an open issue for 

determining the critical value of the physical parameter. This method has been used by 

several researchers for separation threshold (Huang and Black, 1996; Lin and Lin, 1992). 

(Yen et al., 2004) used updated Lagrangian formulation with continuous re-meshing to 

simulate the chip formation mechanism for orthogonal cutting. A better way to handle the 

mechanism of chip formation is to implement Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) 

formulation to avoid frequent re-meshing in the whole model. However, local adaptive 

re-meshing around the tool tip is still necessary and a pre-defined chip geometry should also 

defined as an input of FE model to simulate the chip formation (Ozel and Zeren, 2005).   

 

(J. Zouhar, 2008) used Lagrangian formulation with damage law to investigate the effect of 

rake angle and tool nose radius in cutting force, stress and temperature. As the aim of their 

study is the simulation of orthogonal cutting process, only rake angles of -10, 0 and 10 are 

studied. (Guo and Yen, 2004) implemented damage law to study discontinuous chip 

formation in hard machining. The authors found a good correlation between simulated chips 

and experimental results. In another study, (Doman et al., 2009a) presented a three 

dimensional FE model to investigate the sliding and ploughing phases of material removal in 

grinding. Comparison of the normal and tangential forces between FE results and 

experimental measurement in scratch tests were carried out to validate the proposed model. 

(T.T.Opoz, 2010) also considered a negative rake angle tool in orthogonal cutting to 

represent the single grit cutting in grinding. 2D and 3D models are simulated by ALE 

formulation and adaptive re-meshing technique to avoid element distortion. (Xun and Opoz, 

2010) used a single grit approach to simulate surface generation in grinding process by finite 

element analyses. In their study, three stages of grinding i.e. rubbing, ploughing and cutting, 

are discussed with effect of different friction coefficients. In each condition, force variation 

during the grit movement is derived. Although there is no experiment verification in this 

study, effect of friction in ploughing stage is clearly shown. (Hoffmeister and Gerdes, 2011) 

used a quick-stop device to measure the cutting force of a single grit with rake angle of -45 

degree. The authors also developed a FE model with Lagrangian formulation and damage 
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law to simulate the chip formation, stress and heat distribution in the workpiece material 

during the cutting process. A good agreement is reported between the simulation results and 

quick-stop experiments. 

 

In another recent study, (Anderson et al., 2011; 2012) performed experimental and numerical 

analyses to investigate and compare effect of two different geometries for the cutting grain. 

A so-called hybrid Euler-Lagrange numerical implementation is used in their work to prevent 

the need of adaptive re-meshing and reduce computation time. The authors carried out a 

comprehensive study on the forces due to the single grain action, showing effects of cutting 

speed and depth of cut. It is noted that prior studies are limited to spherical and truncated 

cone with a fixed rake angle and very low depth of cut suitable for conventional         

grinding processes. 

 

In the present study, emphasis is oriented on variation of grain geometry in term of changing 

the rake angle and depths of cut in the range of the robotic grinding process under study. 

Effects of cutting speed and thermal softening is also considered to achieve more realistic 

behavior and cutting forces in FE modeling. 

 

A I-5 Robotic grinding by SCOMPI robot 

This work is intended to study a grinding process performed by a robotic system. The robot 

named SCOMPI is developed by research Institute of Hydro-Quebec to handle the entire 

repair procedure for cracks and defects of turbine blades and other components. Because of 

its versatility of performance, a light weight and flexible robot was needed to meet the 

requirements of on-site maintenance of hydro turbine blades. More detail information on this 

robot can be found in (Hazel et al., 2012b). Because of its light weight design, the robot has 

low stiffness structure for the task force and unwanted vibration and deformation of arms are 

likely to happen during the processes. Observations of the grinding process performed by this 

robot revealed that in steady-state condition, material removal occurs only once per turn of 

grinding wheel and for the rest of the revolution the wheel detach from the work piece 
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surface. This special behavior, captured by high speed camera in our lab (See Figure A I-1), 

is called impact-cutting and should be distinguished from chatter in conventional machining. 

Grinding with SCOMPI robot is categorized as high removal rate traverse surface grinding. 

This process is performed with a self-dressing aluminum oxide wheel with diameter of 200 

mm and rotation speed of 6000 RPM. Accordingly, linear peripheral speed of grains at each 

impact during material removal process is 62.8 m/s. Normally feed speed and depth are 

preferably kept at maximum stable values which are 80 mm/s for feed speed and 0.1~0.3 mm 

for depth of cut. Based on the mentioned impact-cutting behavior, kinematics of un-cut chip 

at each revolution of wheel can be extracted.  

 

 

 

 

Figure A I-2 shows this undeformed chip and how it is sectioned in several small strips 

which are individually considered as the uncut-chip removed by a single grain. For a groove 

depth of 0.2 mm and feed speed of 80 mm/s in the process at each impact of the grinding 

wheel these uncut-chip sections may have thicknesses between 10 to 50 micrometers, 

hereafter referred to as the depth of cut in the simulations. 

 

Figure A I-1 High speed camera setup used 
for observation of impact cutting 
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Figure A I-2 Kinematics of uncut chips at each impact 
 

Figure A I-3.a shows the scan of grinding wheel surface. The scan is performed at 10 

micrometers steps in both x and y directions to get an insight of rake angles in the cutting 

grains. This scan is cut to several random sections for better clarification in Figure A I-3.b. 

 

 

 

 

Figure A I-4 shows the straightened profile of the random sections from Fig.3.b in 2D. It is 

clearly seen that the cutting edges are consist of a wide range of negative rake angles. 

 

Figure A I-3 Surface of wheel a) 3D scan, 
b) Separated sections of wheel scan 

mm 

mm 

a) 

b) 
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Figure A I-4 2D profiles and rake angles 
 

A I-6 Finite element model 

A three-dimensional thermo-mechanical finite element model is developed in Ls-Dyna 

explicit code to perform the chip formation simulations. Due to the computation cost and 

need of very fine mesh, a very small section of work piece is modeled for the simulation. The 

length of the model is considered sufficiently long to obtain the steady-state cutting and 

normal forces. A coupled thermal-structure simulation is performed to account for the heat 

generation in elements due to mechanical work. The small portion model of a single grit cut 

in simulation cannot represent the total heat generation during the process due to cutting 

action by lots of grits in real process. Therefore, temperature data obtained from our previous 

work (Tahvilian, 2012) is mapped to the FE model as initial temperature to include the real 

effect of thermal softening in material behavior. The bottom of the work piece is fully 

constrained and it is ensured that boundary condition does not affect the chip formation zone. 

For this reason, height of the finite element mesh is properly varied based on the simulated 

depth of cut in the model to have very low strains near the bottom of work piece. Mesh study 

is performed to find the optimal mesh size in terms of computation time and accuracy. 

Element size range between 2 to 6 micrometers is used for the chip formation zone and the 

mesh gradually becomes coarser toward the depth of work piece to reduce the total number 

of elements in the model. Figure A I-5 shows a schematic of FE model used in this study.  
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Figure A I-5 Finite element mesh 
 

The grain is modeled with rigid shell elements having the same mesh density of work piece 

mesh to maintain good contact interface compatibility. Grain width size is 0.5 mm based on 

the type of the grinding wheel used in the process. According to the surface scans of wheel 

(See Figure A I-4) a range of 10 to -70 degree is chosen for the rake angle of the tool. Depth 

of cut is also varied between 5 to 50 micrometers based on the uncut-chip section 

thicknesses. The standard penalty formulation contact computes the contact force as function 

of the material data and detected penetration of slave nodes in master segment. In this study, 

the more recent contact formulation, called Segment-based penalty (Livermore, 2006), is 

used. This method improves the contact stability especially between parts with sharp edges 

by considering both sides of contact (slave/master) as segments, rather than nodes, to 

calculate the penetration distance. Results in our chip formation simulations showed a good 

ability of this formulation to maintain the contact between sharp edges of grain                  

and workpiece. 

 

A I-7 Material model 

Material behavior in metal cutting is known to be one of the dilemmas in simulation 

procedure. Due to the existence of excessive strain, large strain rate and high temperature, 

material does not behave as common elastic-plastic behavior. There are numbers of 

constitutive models in the literature used by researchers to determine the visco-plastic 

material flow in machining processes. (Fang, 2005b) compared 18 engineering materials and 

concluded that strain rate hardening has the least effect on flow stress compared to the other 

Cutting

ToolWorkpiece 
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terms, i.e. strain hardening and thermal softening. A full list of common constitutive material 

models for flow stress can be found in (Grzesik, 2008). A frequently used material model for 

chip formation simulations in the literature is the one by (Johnson and Cook, 1985b). Having 

been proven to be reliable for metal cutting simulations, this material model is also used in 

this study.  J-C model predicts the flow stress by the following equation, 
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where, pε  is the effective plastic strain, pε  is the effective plastic strain rate, 0ε  is the 

reference strain rate, meltT  is the melting point of material, roomT  is the ambient temperature and 

, , , ,A B c m n  are the material’s constants.  

 

The Johnson-Cook damage law is also used in chip formation. Similar to J-C material model 

strain, strain rates and temperature are taken into account in this damage model. For each 

element, damage is defined by, 
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where, pεΔ   is the increment of equivalent plastic strain during each time step in each 

element, and pfε  is the equivalent failure plastic strain under the same condition of 

temperature, strain rate and stress. Whenever D  reaches 1 failure is occurred in the element 

and that element is removed from the mesh. The empirical Johnson-Cook failure plastic 

strain is given by, 
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where 1 5, ...,D D  are material constants, *σ  is the ratio of pressure divided by effective stress 

and the rest of parameters are identical as defined in J-C material model. Several studies can 

be found in the domain of orthogonal cutting simulation in which J-C damage model (Ng and 

Aspinwall, 2002; Pantalé et al., 2004) were used. The constants for constitutive material and 

damage model are shown below. 

 

Table A I.1 J-C material constants for  
AISI 1045 (Jaspers and Dautzenberg, 2002) 

A (MPa) B(MPa) n c m

553 600 0.234 0.0134 1 

 
Table A I.2 J-C damage constants for  

AISI 1045 (Vaziri et al., 2010) 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 

0.05 4.22 -2.73 0.0018 0.55

 

 

A I-8 Results and discussion 

FE analyses are performed at the mentioned range of depths of cut (10 to 50 micrometers) 

and rake angles (10 to -70 degree). The outcomes and conclusion are applicable in the 

domain of single grain cutting with negative rake angle. Figure A I-6 shows the Von Mises 

stresses in the work piece during chip formation with depth of cut of 20 micrometers and 

rake angle of -10 and -50 degree. As expected at -10 degree the chip is formed completely 

whereas in -50 degree the work piece material is mostly pushed away and grit is more 

rubbing on the surface.  
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Based on the simulations, it is found that increase of cutting speed reduces the normal force, 

whereas cutting forces are not much affected by the speed variation. Also, effect of cutting 

speed on the normal force is more significant in cutting with high negative rake angles. The 

results showed that the reduction of cutting force due to increase of wheel speed is valid to a 

certain speed and after that the forces remain constant. The same trend can be observed in the 

experimental force measurements of single grit cutting action by (Patnaik Durgumahanti et 

al., 2010). Figure A I-7 shows a sample variation of normal force presented versus cutting 

speed for the depth of cut of 20 micrometer in different rake angles. 

 

 

Figure A I-7 Normal force versus cutting speed 
 

As mentioned earlier thermal softening effect can play an important role in softening the 

work piece material and reduce the cutting forces. In order to add the effect of high local heat 

in the chip formation zone, an initial temperature is added to the work piece element to 

investigate this effect in the material during the chip formation. Figure A I-8 shows the 

cutting force during the simulation at initial temperatures of 20, 500 and 800 degrees of 

Figure A I-6 Von-Mises stresses, depth of cut = 20 mμ  
a) rake angle = -10 degree, b) rake angle = -50 degree 

b) a) 
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Celsius. As expected, the cutting force is decreased with increase of temperature. The noise 

of the force in this graph is normal and it is due to the element deletion in the FE model. The 

temperature distribution in the chip formation zone is also shown in Figure A I-9. 

 

 

Figure A I-8 Effect of initial temperature on cutting force 
 

 

 

 

According to our previous study (Tahvilian, 2012), an initial temperature of 500 degree of 

Celsius is mapped to FE mesh prior to chip formation simulations. This temperature is 

determined based on the groove depth and feed speed of grinding wheel. Applying such an 

initial temperature in the model leads to an average value of 9% reduction in cutting forces 

compared to the simulation that the temperature in elements is just due to mechanical work 

converted into heat. Figure A I-10 and Figure A I-11 summarize the normal and cutting 

forces for the range of the simulations in this study versus the depth of cut with different  

rake angles.  

 

Figure A I-9 Temperature contour during
the chip formation 
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It is interesting to notice that except the rake angle of -70 all the normal forces decrease until 

the depth of cut reaches 30 micrometers and then increase with the depth of cut. This can be 

explained by the size effect phenomena, where lower depths of cut results in higher forces 

although not much material is removed from the surface. In this case, most of the force 

contributed to rubbing and plowing phases of the process rather than chip formation. 

The same trend is seen in the force ratio in Figure A I-12. The force ratio starts to increase at 

depths of cut lower than 30. This size effect phenomena of increase in force or specific 

energy of grinding processes is also reported in previous studies (Hwang et al., 1999). 

 

Figure A I-11 Cutting force versus depth of cut 
and rake angle 

Figure A I-10 Normal force versus depth of cut 
and rake angle 
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A I-9 Conclusion 

Single grain cutting action in a robotic grinding process is simulated using dynamic finite 

element method in this work. The developed model is capable of handling the necessary 

conditions and characteristics of cutting action in highly negative rake angle grits. It is found 

that in the range of wheel speeds and the negative rake angles applicable to the process under 

study, cutting forces are not much affected by variation of speed, where a slight decrease in 

normal forces are observed. The results showed a decrease of approximately 9% in cutting 

forces due to thermal softening effects by applying the elevated initial temperature in the 

model. The influences of cutting depth and rake angles on normal and cutting forces caused 

by the thermal softening effect due to the high local heat generation in the process and strain 

rates are also demonstrated. A size effect behavior is seen for depths of cut lower than 30 

micrometers where the normal force increase by reducing the chip thickness. The developed 

FE model is intended to be used to improve the force model for the robotic grinding process 

and its control strategy. In future work FE results will be combined according to the 

distribution of grits and their shapes in the grinding wheel surface. Then, a numerical model 

for the instantaneous cutting force in the process will be developed. The final results will be 

compared to experimental measured force during the impact-cutting.  

 

Figure A I-12 Force ratio versus depth of cut 
and rake angle 
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